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Committee ends visit

Findings reported
to Pres. Sparks
visted on campus from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. both days and had a lot
of actual contact with teachers
The 20-member committee and students, according to Dr.
The Southern
from the Southern Association Panzera.
of Colleges and Schools repor- Association is a voluntary
ted its preliminary findings to organization of colleges and
President Sparks Wednesday schools. Members are required
ending its three-day visit to the to conduct a self-study every 10
University.
years and submit a report. of
The committee, composed of that study to the association for
20
educators
and
ad - review.
ministrators from throughout
Murray
State
began
the South, was on campus to preparations for its reevaluate MSU as a university evaluation in 1969 when
and to confirm the findings of President Sparks appointed Dr.
the recent Self-Study Report Panzera chairman of the
submitted to the Southern Steering Committee. Twelve
Association by Murray State.
committees worked on the
"Murray State will have no evaluation and the complete
trouble getting reaffirmation of study was compiled a 569 page
accreditation," according to report. ,
Dr. Pete Panzera, chairman of
"The visiting committee was
the chemistry department and not here to investigate," Pandirector of the self-study zera stressed, "but rather to
program for Murray State. He evaluate the University." The
sayd " Only flagrant disregard committee will file a written
of the standards of the report on ita visit to to with the
Association would prevent reaf- Southern Association. This
firmation of accreditation.''
report and the self-study will
The Association committee, be conaidered by a Committee
beaded by Dr. George Christen- on Standara in September.
The Committee on Standars
berry, president of Augusta
College in Augusta , Ga., will assess the information for
arrived on campus last Sunday. reaffirmation or withdrawal of
A dinner welcoming the group accreditation in the Southern
to MSU waa held that night.
Association.
On Monday and Tueaday the
A formal report will be
committee inspected the presented to the University at
physical plant of the University the annual convention of the
and talked with students and Southern Association held in
members of the faculty and ad- Texas this December.
ministration. The committee
"We know we're abort in
By MARY HANCOCK
Special Writer

Pick up midternuJ
•
ln SUB on Friday
Midterm grades will be
available in the Student Union
Bldg. lobby one week from
today. according to Wilson
Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar.
Gantt added that instructors
are expected to turn in the
grades by Monday.
He said that midterm grades
actually serve three purposes:
"Emphasis is on the instructor,
so that the student has a right
to know where he stands. Also,
the administration uses the

reports to verify the rolla with
the instructors, so that they
know who is or isn't attending
class. Moet importantly, midterm grades are for the student;
they are an opportunity for the
students to know where he
stands in each class, and
perhaps to change bia study
habits before it Is too late."
The registrar stated that no
permanent record is kept of
midterm grades, and, therefore.
they can only help the student,
not harm him through his transcript.

places and these are pointed
out in our self-study," commented Panzera. He cited the
library and the problem of a
new beating facility as examples.
"We welcome the suggestions
and recommendations of the
Southern Association," Panzera said. Besides helping with
improvements and progress for
the University, he spoke of the
additional leverage and reinforcement
their
recom·
mendations could have in
requesting money to implement
improvements.
According to Panzera, the
committee seemed .especially
impressed with MSU's salary
scale and fringe benefits for
teachers and the low ratio of
pupils to faculty.
Murray State ia expected to
implement change• recommended by the Aasociation and
work on augestions for improvements. Panzera cited that
this would be done in accord
with University priorities.

Miss Henley selected
to represent MSU
Deidra Henley, 18-year-old
freshman from Louisville, has
been chosen to represent
Murray State University in the
1973 Mountain Luarel Festival
in Pineville, May 24-27 •
A nursing major, Miss
Henley is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi and a freshman
cheerleader. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Winston Henley and was the 1972
Jefferson Co. Junior Miss, third
runner-up in the Kentucky
Junior Miss Pageant, and a
semi- finalist in the Miss
Murray State Contest.
Beth Garrison, first runner·
up, will represent Murray State
if Miss Henley cannot attend
the Festival. Miss Garrison, a
junior, is a member of Alpha
Delta Pi social sorority and served as Panhellenic President
laat year.

Petitions may be picked up in the Student Govern·
ment A880Ciation office in the SUB for spring elections.

Wednesday, March 28 Deadline for petitions to be turned in for spring
elections.
'!'-.aesday, April 3

DEIDRA HENLEY, freshman from Louisville, will represent
Murray State University in the Mountain Laurel Festival to be
held May 24-27 in Pineville.

In Mountain Laurel Featival

Student Government
Association elections
Mond ay, March 12

Photo by WileoD Wooiley

Elections for all positions for next academic•year.

Fifty signatures are needed on petitions for all positions. The Student Government Association is under a new constitution. Number of candidates allowed to
run, who can run and what positions will be open will be announced in a hiter
issue of the MURRAY STATE NEWS.

Two other coeds considered
by this year's selection com-

mittee were Pam Sutherland,
Benton; and Debbie Burt. Clay
C1ty, Ill.
Selected by Committee
Prior to last year, the selection of Murray's representative
to the Festival was made
through competition sponsored
by the Student Government.
The new committee process of
selection began last year when
MSU President Harry M.
Sparks appointed Lillian Tate,
dean of women, to assume the
responsibility of choosing the
candidate.
A six-member committee was
appointed by Dean Tate to
select the 1973 candidate. They
were: Phillip Tibbs, dean of the
school of business; Polly
Zanetta, instructor of speech;
Hunt Smock, instructor of
English; J. Rayburn, graduate
assistant; M.C. Garrott; director of public relations; and
Wilaon Woolley, MSU public
information photographer.
The committee held one
private conference with each
candidate. These meetings were
not conducted aa formal
question-answer periods, but
were to give the committee
members a chance to become
acquainted with the four coeds.
The Mountain Laurel
Festiva 1 celebra tea
the
blooming of the mountain
laurel. an evergreen shrub with
rose-colored or white flowers,
in the Cumberland Mountains.
The event is usually celebrated
on the last weekend in May, the
plant's peak blooming season.
Upon arriving in Pineville,
the contestants will attend par·

ties and dances given by
citizens of the town. They will
live with the residents of
Pineville during their stay.
Judged on Poise, Grace
The candidates are judged on
their poise and social graces at
the official functions and at the
private residences. Governor
Wendell Ford will crown the
new Mountain Laurel Queen.
Miss Henley will be ac·
companied to the Mountain
Laurel Festival by Nancy
Coplen, reigning Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Queen and a
Murray State home economics
major from Mayfield.
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J

&ctioll I of IM wlf..tudy npom.
ncrl'ltly compld«i by 1M Uni~r·
my ~ uamiMd in IM fim of a
wrin of article• on 1M report. ~
2.
Stud#!nl inl!#!ntor, Roy Wentz, ~
currently worlcif16 on a •ubmarine.
He 114• already compl.ted a
worlt4ble robot and a parabolic am·
plifi#r. Pap 6.
Campu1 Life rev~w• Hden
IWJdy.Moc Dtwu ~rl with a
tUio-PG6tt pictorial ~pread. Prwt• 12·
}3.
Dr. Rolph H. Wood., former
MSU pf'ftident, ,ent four yHn on
1M wriliniJ of a bool, MSU 150 year
Yean of Pro,rna. Pu6e 16.
TM RO«f'8 foe#! leGBU#!·Ieodi"6
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Slwtgun blastJJ are reported
in Orchard Heights vicinity;
incidentJJ occurring frequently

Chapter 1 of MSU SUDlmary
explains purpose of school
EDITORS NOTE :
This is the first in a aeries
of artic l es whi ch will
present a synopsis on a
chapter ba8ia of the recently
com pl eted Self-Study Summary Report compiled by
Murray State Univenlty.
Chapter One 'is a s tatement
of the purpose of Murray State
University as an institution. It
outlines the purpose of Murray
State from the time it was
known as a normal school,
through its growth and expansion of programs, on to ita
present purpoee as a Univer-

sity. Also included in this chapter is a projection of future
growth and expansion.
In 1926, Murray State listed
in its catalog this statement of
purpose: "The Murray State
Normal School and Teachers
College is an institution
established and maintained by
the State of Kentucky for the
purpose of training teachers,
supervisors, and administrative
officers for service in the public
schools
in
the
Com monwealth."
Since 1926, Murray State has
evolved from a small teachers

Murray ROTC offers
two-year cadet program
The Murray State University
military science department is
now offering a two-year
R.O.T .C. program leading to a
commission as a s econd
lieutenant, according to Capt.
Ivan D. Frye, R.O.T.C. counselor.
Students who are presently
sophomore can enroll in the
two-year program by attending
a six-week summer camp at Ft.
Knox This basic camp serves
as a substitute for the first two
years of R.O.T .C. S tudents at.
tending t he camp will receive
approximately $460 plus six

cents per mile travel pay from
thei:r home to Ft. Knox.
When the student enrolls in
the advanced course next fall,
he will receive $100 per month
subsistence allowance.
Those attending the summer
basic camp will also be eligible
to compete fo r t wo-year
R .O.T .C. scho larships. This
scholarsh ip pays for full
tuition. book!!, and educationa l
supplies d uring the junior and
senior years.
Anyone interested in the twoyear progr a m may contact
Capt. Frye a t 762-3747.

college, with limited funds, to
an expansive university with a
multi-purpose. It now not only
trains persons for teaching
careers. but a lso trains the in·
dividuals for numerous other
occupations in ever expanding
fields.
Present purpoae given
" Murray State University ia
a multi-purpose institution of
higher learning, authorized to
grant undergraduate degrees at
the auocia te and baccalaureate
levela, and graduate degrees at
the muter's level in business,
education, the arts, and the
sciences. Programa beyond the
master's level are also offered."
Projections for the future in·
elude: programs leading to
Master of Music and Master of
Fine Arts degrees; cooperative
doctoral programa; expansion
of programs in early childhood
education, special education,
speech a nd hearing; internships
in administration, guidance,
and clinical work ; t he
organization of a two-year community college, and many
more.
Next week. the MURRAY
S1'ATE NEWS will carry a
synopsis of Chapter Two· ''Orga nization
and
Administration," as stated in the
Self-Study Summary ReporL

SHIRT
PRINTING
SERVICES

Complaints of shotgun blasts
reported to the security department last week by residents of
Murray State' s married
housing facilities, a ccording to
Orman Price, security director.
" Every night last week we
received three or four calla
from people living in the Or·
char d Heights area," said
Price. "They reported hearing
shotgun blasts in the vicinity
where they lived, but no

Childbirth class
starts Monday

specific area could be pin·
pointed.
When we catch whoever is
firing the gun, we will
prosecute him for violating the
city of Murray weapona ord inance and for disorderly conduct."
The M ur ray weapona or·
dinance states that no weapon
shall be diacharged within the
city limits.
Residents of Orchard Heights
have been bothered by shotgun
blasts before, but have only
reported them lately because
the blasts have become so
frequent, said Price.

The department of nursing ia
again offering a course for exAccord ing
to . housing
pectant parents.
regulations, ma rried housing
The class will begin Monday re8identa are allowed to keep
in room 206 of the Mason Nur· firearms in their houses.
sing Bldg. from 7 to 9 p.m. It Security police working on the
will continue for six successive
Monday nights. Mrs. Linda case have uncovered no
Clark, assistant professor of suspects.
nursing, will 'Conduct the
course.
This is the fifth year that the
JANE' S
department has offered this
course. Topics to be covered
ATIIC SALE
will include preparation for
hospitalization, childbirth, and
infa nt care. Nine couples at· 104 N. 13th S l Open Mon.
u es.-Wed. from 9:30-5:30
tended last fall ' s session.
The free course is open to
nd Saturday from l :00
both husband and wi fe and will
:00. CL01'HES, BOOKS
be limited to 15 couples. PerOUSHOLD ITEMS, NE
sons interested sh ould contact
ANDMADE ITEMS.
the department of nursing at
7£l2-2 HI:l.

WHO:
Fraternity-Sorority-Independent
Teams-Clubs-Special Events
Individual ~

WHAT:
We'll specially imprint your
troup's name-crest-number,
etc. on a wide selection of
color and •tyle of garments,
instantly, while you wait.

HOW:
The Univenity Bookstore
has purchased special equipment and materials, with the
cooperation of the L. G.
Balfour Co., to bring this
•pecialized service to Murray
Students.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Stur~ents

hope
•
to organtze
film society

International Festival '73
to offer cultural exchange

Photo by

IN SHAKESPEARE'S DAY, a banner was flown from top of
the Glove Theatre to announce a play. In like manner, University Theatre productions unfurled this banner on the Fine Arts
Bldg. to announce "The Taming of the Shrew" which opened
last night. The production will play again tonight and
tomorr ow at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre.

Murray State's International
Students A sso ciation will
present '' I nt.ernational Festival
1973" March 10 in the University School.
The festival will include
cultural exhibits from various
countries from 2 to 7 p.m. At 7
p.m., a talent show will begin.
Music from Iran, Ind ia, Spain,
and China will be among the
presentat ions. Dr. H oward
Keller, professor of Russian,
will act as master of
ceremonies.
Michael H. Hassas. Iran. a
gra dua te
s tude n t
in
ma nagement a nd festival d irector, said the event is "merely a
response on the part of students
from other ,·outries to the warm
feeling toward us." He ad ded
that the festival, which is open
to the public and free of charge,
is designed to promote cultural
exchange that will enable
people of different nationalities
to know each other better.
"People on the campus and
in the entire community of
West Kentucky have been so
nice to us," Hassas said, "that

Foreign students display talents

Mardi Gras Fiesta is successful
By NANCI PETERSON
Re porter

All seats were taken as the
third annual Mardi Gras
Fiesta opened Feb. 22, in t he
Student Union Ballroom.
Sponsored by the department
of romance and s lavic
language, the festiva l was a
fund raising effort for future
scholarships to be offered by
the department
A mood set by candlelight,
checkered tableclothes, and
music by the Faculty Jau Trio
welcomed approximately 250
people. Program chairman
Diane Clark said the entertainment was arranged to
represent France, Spain, and
Russia with songs and dances.
Five foreign students gave an
authentic air to the gaiety,
when they performed. They
were Robert Ayala, Chile;
Pedro Goyco, Dominican
Republic; Gustavo Jimenez,
Costa Rica; Beatrice Pino,
Columbia; and Jose Pi no,
Venezuela.

Other studenta taking part
were Diane Clark, Darlene
Davis, Mary Lou Edwards,
Michael Olesky, Ken Sinclair,
a nd Lynda T aylor.
Olesky's Russian dance (actually a Polish polka) was so
lively the crowd began to clap
with the music. Can-can dancers from the Murray High
Schoo l
Cer cle
Francais
provided the finale.
The variety of the program
was echoed on the refreshment
table with foods from the countries represented. T he audience
had several choices ranging
from Russian tortes to Spanish
tostadoe.
Faculty and students of all
ages were present with local
high school groups in the
majority.
Ken
Sinclair,
president of the Spanish Club,
said more people from the campus were present this year than
ever before.
Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, one of
the faculty sponsors, said, ..The
money collected for the scholar-

ship fund surpassed last year's
intake."
Dr. John M. Ferguson, chairma n of t he department of
romance and slavic languages,
stated, " Both program and attendance were an improvement
over last year." Chairman of
last year' s event Janice Campbell, thought it was most successful and she looks for an
even better fiesta next year.
T he F aculty Jazz Trio
became a quartet for the Mardi
Gras as Shannon, playing the
aaxaphone, joined Erwin Chandler, piano; Leo Blair, bass;
and Chuck Simons, drums.
They played before the
program during intermission,
and accompanied ~>everal performam•es.

we want to say thank you by
having the festival and by in·
\·iting our American friends to
participate in it with us."
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp,
''ice-pres ident
for
ad ·
ministrative affairs; will add ress the audience on behalf of
the tJ niversity following the
ta lent sh ow.
University
President Harry M. Spa rks was
origina lly scheduled to make
the a ddress, but will be out of
town a t the time.
Edito r ' s n o te: In las t
week's NEWS story on the
Inte rnational Dinner , Walter
Bumphus, ISA advise r, was
c ontac ted f o r the in formation. Due t o this ,
s ever a l
internatio n a l
stude nts felt that not enough
stres s was given to the work
they did in preparation for
the e ve nt.

About :JO people met lasl
Wednesday in the Fine Arts
Bldg. to discuss the possibility
of organizing a film society at
Murray State University.
According to Jim Redmond.
English instructor, the society
would involve students and
faculty members and even
members of the surrounding
community who are interested
in setting up film programs
other than what are presently
available.
Red mond said the advantages of forming this society
would be that in getting many
peop le involved, it would
enable a steady and consistent
flow of films a nd would allow
participants to experience new
things a nd ideas. Also, the
members would be able to hold
discussions after each film.
Those wanti ng to obtain information should write Box
860, University Station

Store Wide Sale !
on

A large variety of
component stereos by
Sanyo, J.V.C.
and "Vt' l .. rv'\.,.e
Special on

.t" ~ers!

Car Stereos - $28.88
and up.
Come in and browse around!
Open Thurs. and Friday 'till 9 p.m .

T.V. Service Center
Cen t ra l Shop ping Center

753-5865

~BED

HOT SPECIAL

Get into the
Swing
of Spring!
Buy your
Tennis Supplies
at

Wallace~

Bookstore

ONLY
Tues., March 6

Regular $1.65

Tues., March 7

THE PALACE
16th & Chestnut
visit our Game Room

.....v
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EDITqR!t\.LS

Discount on concert tickets
would benefit MSU students
When one considers the fact that
Murray students must pay an activity fee each semester, it hardly
seems fair that these students must
also pay the same general admission
price for concerts that the nonUniversity affiliated public pays.
Many universities, . such as
Southern Illinois, allow students a
small d iscount on general admission
prices by having them show their
identifications upon purchase and at
the gate. It would be a great advantage to the Murray students who
. pay a semi . annual activity fee of
$2.50 to be included in such a
program. However, there is not
enough money to carry out such a
proposal. The Student Government
is presently speculating a fee boost
of an additional $2.50 per semester.
If this proposal is passed, it would
enable students who normally pay
$5.00 for concert entertainment to
be admitted for a more reasonable
$2.50 to $3.00
As it stands, it seems as though
students are paying their fees so that

the general public may also pay a
minimum admission price.
The above starement is not to be
misunderstood. We are not
displaying a negative attitude
toward the general public, it just
seems that they should be required
to make up a majority of the difference in profits rather ohan the
students whose funds were used for
financing the concert in the fin;t
place.
Jim Anderson, Student Government concert chairman, announced
that a special events committee is
being organized to study the
possibilities of
student discounts
as ~ell as other proposals which
may prove more economical for
students. One such program, the Jim
Buffett concert, was held Tuesday
evening with a fairly good response.
Possibly you have suggestions
which may make a student discount
program feasible at Murray. The
Student Government office is always
open to workable ideas for improvements and is willing to discuss
any such proposals you may have.

ILetters to the _Editorl

Election questions answered

-·

e'

Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to the inquiries
received by way of the Student
Government office concerning
the vacancies which exist for
various reasons on the Student
Council. The present council
voted
unanimously
on
February 21 not to have an
election for these vacancies due
to a variety of reasons which I
will try to explain.
The soonest the an·
nouncement of the election
could have been in the NEWS
would have been this particular
edition. setting petition pick-up
on March 1 so that all students
would have ample opportunity
to learn about the election
through flyers and the news
media. Petition turn-in then
would have been scheduled for
March 8 and election day for
March 13, thus giving those
students elected nine school
days in office.
For those of you who have
not participated in a Student
Government
election
previously, let me explain what
is obvious to others. A tremendous amount of time, energy,
and money goes into each campaign of each individual candidate with many individuals
working on each campaign.
These nine days before the
spring elections would certainly
not be worth anyone's effort.
In addition, the present election committee must start im·
mediately to organize for the
spring elections which takes a
great deal more time than a
smaller election.
The question also arose as to
why, since an election is so unfeasible, that the Council does
not appoint individuals by application to these vacancies. If
you have kept up with the
NEWS since before the
electi on
for
Student
Council treasurer you will
recall that the Judicial Board
stated that all vacancies in the
present council if filled shall be
filled by election. Hence, the
Council' s bands are tied. (At
that particular election the

0'11~

b:.to

'IJ.

Council was not prepared for
election to these vacancies.)
I hope this is an adaquate explanation for those who
inquired about these vacancies
and that their interest will be
focused on the spring elections.

At this time I would also like
to announce the forthcoming
dates for the spring elections.
Petition pick-up is set for
March 12 at which time all
students wishing to run for an
office must be present to pickup his or her own petition.
Petition turn-in will be March
28 following Spring Break to
give all prospective candidates
ample time to acquire their 50
signatures. Elections will then
take plaoe April 3 giving candidates four school days to
campaign.
Since the new Student
Government constitution will
be in effect for this election I
hope that either the NEWS or I
will have an article in the next
NEWS explaining the new offices within the Student Senate
and the Student Activities
Board. After the election on
April 3, the Student Council
and ClaBS Aaembly as it exists
now will be obsolete.
Mrs.
Marilynne
Locke
Rowland
Chairman of the Election Committee
Claims no animo11ity
Dear Editor:
In response to Miss Cathy
Chapin's critique in the NEWS
(2-23-73), I would like to inform her and the rest of the
student body who might be concerned, that on the list of substantial reason11 why the
theatre arts and music departments do not combine their
t::.:.mts in produ.:ing Campus
Light.'!, animosity iA not listed.
The only animosity between
the campus's two most active
departments is ,the shared
animosity that each has for
"critics" who tell them that
they have animosity.
Randy Powell
['resident, Sock and Buskin

'THE FlRST THlN6 IWPI<T 10 SA¥ ME~ 
blotl.D IJOU BEND DOWN A LITTLE! '.
~/IWitl.Y!il'aKIN6/ltM 6S/ E.Wtlllt MIQ{

Unseasonably warm weather provides
fond memories for M urray students
Normally, the NEWS does not
make use of nature type editorial
comment. however, with the unseasonat;lly warm weather the

the crowded courts. What a thriU to
see the baseball diamond move with
activity! This usually means s pring
can' t be far away.

Murray area experienced . last
weekend, we fe lt such an experience
is something most would like to fondly remember.

Yes, it was a weekend for flying
kites, grilling out and of course a
super treat for those who like a picnic accompanied by their favorite
thirst quencher.

As remperatures soared up into
the 60's, area residents and student.'l
wasted no time in taking advantage
of the extraordinarily spring-like
February weather.

It was a shame t hat the local
Dairy Queen could not have made a
special opening for the summer time
temperatures.

It was delightful to dodge bike
riders and watch the tennis players
happily exerting their energies on

If you were fortunate enough to
travel to the Jake area, you would
have seen the boaters, campers and

Fans' support urged

fishermen wild with delight as they
enjoyed the long awaited sunny
weather. Believe it or not, there was
even a February water skier.

It is time for the last basketball
game of the season and tomorrow's
encounter with Austin Peay should
be well worth the price of admission.
Murray will be trying to knock
Austin Peay out of sole possession of
first place into a tie so a run-off
game will have to be scheduled between the two teams. Both schools
lost Monday night in thrilling one
point game decisions.
Murray basketba lJ has always
been considered an exciting spectator event. and this year has been
no exception. The home games have
been very close, and for those of you
who have preferred to stay away you
have definitely been missing some
exciting OVC ball.
Tomorrow is your lnst chance to
support your team at home this year.
Hopefully, there will be more games
on the way down the NCAA playoff
road, but without the support of
every Racer fan there may be no
more games. So, get out and show
your support and enthusiasm at
totnorrow' s basketball game. •

The only deterrent for such
beautiful weather had to be the
thought of studying for mid- term
exams. Even those who had Monday
tests managed to enjoy the sunshine
by taking their studies out of doors.
It was also no surprise to see the
library practically abandoned while
the campus was alive with activity.

tlurray &tatr Nrws
,Murray State University
Ill Wl!Mft Hall
609 Co..... Stot'-t
Munoy, ICy. 42071
Nattonal rtpr.,.ontottv• "

N~tlnnal

I
I

F.du<alionol Ad ·

vortitins Mrvl- , .JIIO t ...iu&(un A••·· Now York. :>.Y. 10017
Enterod •• """""'-d• oo lniO at IN poot uii"IC1! 111 Murray,

Ky.
The Mtuny S cat.. Ne. . •• P"'.,.red a nd ed&w<l b)· tho J<l'll •
llllhllll l lUdtn.. undor tho a dvu&on h•t• or Ur. Rubert
M<~IUJhey Thta Prri<&al pubhealion ..r Murray S~at•
u...........ty •• pubhoht d u cb ··r iday ' " tht fall one! IJilrln,
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Guest column

Board makes changes
to aid parking problem
By RUTH BAXTER

hours the following proposal
was passed:

"All students
of M
.
.
dl unayf
S tate U ruvers1ty, regar ess o
·r· ·
d
· t
c1ass• · 1cat1on or ·grad e·pom
standmg, are per "'ltte to own
.1
andIor operate a motor ve h ICe
on the campus and in the city
of Murray if the vehicle [,
registered with the campus
security department.'' (MSU
Handbook)
.... A pretty broad policy for a
growing university! And as the
years increase so do the number of cars · both student.'! and
faculty/staff owned • on the
campus. But parking problems
have been growing too, so an
Administrative Parking Committee was set up as a per·
manent standing committee of
the University to remedy the
situation. Appointed by Pres.
Sparks, this fifteen·odd committee is chaired this year by
Dean Norman 0. Lane, Dean of
Student Affairs. Normally, the
president of the Student Government sits as student representative on this l'Ommittee, but
there isn't always enouJ'h time
for a president to attend every
committee meeting, so r was
appointed as student represen·
tative in January. Operating a
car here at MSU, I was too
familiar with the problems of
finding convenient parking
spaces, or, for that mlltter, fin·
ding a parking space ut alt.

Approva 1 of .,''0 . manu
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t
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f
par mg 10 e ron an rear o
Lhe Stud ent Umon
· AUl'ld':ng
('t
1
1
~ It t ha t. " con t ro 11ed , ..,;
was 1e
ume d
k'
t th
SUB
par mg a
e. •
was
necess~~ to perm1t the flow of
traffic.
Now students and faculty can
visit the Thoroughbred Room
or the bookstore without fear of
getting a ticket. But these
parking spaces will be checked
at 30 minute intervals so no
one can abuse the privilege.
Consideration will be given at
the end of the semester to the
installation of parking meters
here.)
1.

Several items on the agenda
will be conKidered at a future
meeting of the University
Parking Committee. Students
should notice that most of these
concern problems which face us
as we search the campus trying
to find someplace we can park
our cars! Provisions are being
made to update and correct
present parking regulations.
Although the problem of
faculty/staff parking are not
ignored, Committee members'
prime consideration was in the
interest of student safety. Items
to be considered include:

1. Change in Parking Fines
(A survey of 16 colleges and
universities pointed out that
The committee's first MSU's present line system
meeting of the semester on needs to be changt'd. I will sup·
February 1, 1973, set the tone port. a resolution presented to
of the business at hand. lower the fines to $1.00 each for
Everyone was concerned with the fir~t two tickets, and then
alleviating at least l:iome of the $2.00 each for the next two. Aftraffic problems at MSU. ter the fifth ticket is as!les."ed,
Discussion varied on each the violator is informed that
proposal, but each member was another ticket will result. in a
free to vokt.- his opinion·and we towing charge. This i:; certainly
all did. After two and a half more fair than the present

Photo by Keary

RUTH BAXTER sits with Norman 0. Lane,
dean of men discussing the latest developments in parking on the MSU campus. Ruth is
the student representative to the Parking
$3.00, $5.00, and $10.00 fines.)
2. Additional parking areas
at Regents · White Hall (The
parking problem at these two
dorms increases daily. A
resolution by the city of Murray
eliminated a certain amount of
parking on the :-outhside of
White Hall. Committee Chairman Normal 0. Lane was
asked to louk into the matter. A
new lot with 30 spaces is in the
plans for the northeast side of
the now tennis courts by
Regents Hall. The present "R
Zone" lot near these two dorms
ill to be upgraded and expanded
to accommodate an additional
thirty cars. New curbing and
guttering will be added.)
3. Creation of a ParkingTraffic
Appeals
Board(Several universities have
established an appeals board to
deal with parking or traffic

'-•''DI''"

Committee headed by Dean Lane. She is a
junior from Owensboro and is is presently serving as secretary of the Student Government.

violations. As· members of the
Government and I believe, this
Appeals Board should govern
both faculty and students, and
it.& members should consist of
both faculty and students. Of
course, when any new
procedure IS being considered
a large amount of discussion
and thought will be necessary,
Setting up a permanent Ap·
peals Board will require m1tny
hours of preparation. It is
agreed lhat an Appeals Board
of some type would benefit the
entire University and eliminatt'
unnecessary work for the
Security Office. I hope to be
able to report soon that the
Board is past the planning
stage, and by the fall semester,
its rules and regulations will go
into effect.
But the student's voice on
the University Parking Com·

mittee can be only as effective
as the students want it to be.
As in so many other com·
mittees and projects, the uncommitted, apathetic repre:sentative can hinder the progress
of student affairs. But a
representative who is supported
with student opinion and ideas
can be a vital voice in deter·
mining policies that affect us
daily. And lhis is the t.ype nf
repte!lentative we need on this
all-important committee. J..'or
me to serve you, I need your
suggestions for new innovative
parking/traffic proct'dures, you
criticism of present parking
conditions, and your ideas .for
making the :;tudeat's view better known. I can represent you
and see that your wishes are
carried out- but you'll have to
let me know what bothers you
the most!

Letters to the Editor
Blackburn answers students
2. Obtaining audiences with german classea above the first
the President and state year level, although some are
For the past four or five
politicians in order to enrolled in three or four dif·
weeks you have received and
ferent classes. The department
complain about me and
published critical letters about
other faculty members of Germanic Languages has the
me in your letters Column.
who do not enjoy "divine hightest f1tudent per capita cost
There is no criticism on my
of any department in the
favor."
part for your publication of
3. Attempting to give a bard School of Arts and Sciences.
these letters.
time to other atudents who
I might add also that I have
do
not swaUow the abnever in all my years at Murray
After the first such letter apsolute
pronouncements
State University broken a
peared, one of my colleagues
from "on high."
promise of any kind to a
called and said "Welcome to
Most of the complaints about student or a colleague.
the Club. After forty-three
years at Murray State Univer- me in the letters, although The request for 100% summer
sity, you are finally the object vehement and cau·stic, have session of 1973 is ridiculous. I
of a critical letter in the been couched in inuendo and do not intend to take money
NEWS." It is interesting to general statements which
out of the pocket of a faculty
note that I am not acquainted are difficult to pin down. It is member in some other depart·
with any of the three or four not my intention to enter into ment in order to give summer
"writers" and as far as I know, public discuesion of any such employment to an unneeded exhave never even had a con· statements. However, in the tra faculty member in the Gerversation with any of them. most recent letter (February man Department. It would be
Naturally I am mystified about 23) by a Mr. Halinsll · a intere!lting to these "letter
bow they claim to know so definite statement is made writers" to see what courses
much about me and how they which is a complete lie. He were proposed in order to
have obtained so much misin- states "(at the same time he justify this lOO'l employment.
breaks his promise of summer
formation.
Following is a pertinent comI have been told that they employment made to one of
belong to a "group" of six or these faculty members). "I munication which should be in·
eight advanced and graduate presume the faculty member cluded in this letter, as it is a
part of the official record.
german studen!s who call mentioned is Dr. Grimes. At no
themselves "The Forum." time did I promise summer emSome others refer to them as ployment to Dr. Grimes, no'r INTER-OFFICE
COMthe "Schorrigites." I have also did l even mention the
MUNICATION
possibility.
Mr.
Halinsk~
just
been told that they spend a
DATE: February 13, 1973
great deal of timtl in the who told you that I did so?
SUBJECT: Clarification of
following activities.
Currently there are only 22 Verbal Statement to You Con1. Writing letters.
different studenbl enrolled in cerning Summer Employment
Dear Editor:

TO: Dr. E. W. Shorrig, chairman, Department of Germanic
Languages ·
FROM: W. E. Blackburn,
Dean, School of Arts and Scien-

dertook to offer him a job
against my explicit instructions in December
1971 before our needs for
the coming year were fully
established.

ces
Thia is a written confirmation
of our convel'Ution of several
days ago concerning faculty employment
in
Germanic
Languages for the summer of
1973.
1. Active teaching will be
limited to one member of
the Department in accordance
with
the
general policy in Arts
and Sciences, as no
department will have
more than SO percent of
its faculty teaching
during the summer
session. (t is to be noted
that a number of departments will have less than
50 percent employed.

2. No commitment for sum·
mer employment of Dr.
Milton Grimes in 1973
was made by me or by Dr.
William G. Read. Of
course, I have no
knowledge
of what
statements you might
have made to him. You
will recall that you un-

3. I did not give any instructions that Dr.
Grimes could not be employed during the summer
of 1973, but simply stated
that there could be only
one teacher in the depa~
ment so employed. If you
do not choose to teach
next summer, of course
Dr. Grimes could have a
position.
There seems to be some
erroneous information being
circulated and I want to put
the above facts in the record.

cc:
President Harry M. Sparks
Vice President William G.
Read, Academic Affairs
Vice President Thomas
Hogancamp,
Administrative
Affairs
Dea-n
Donald
Jones,
Graduate School
Dr. Milton Grimes, Depart·
ment of Germanic I nguages.
W.E. Blackburn, Dean
School of, Arts and Sciences

-
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Interested in design technology?

'Sonny' Wentz III's creation:
7 1I 2- foot robot named Orba
By ANNETTE BORDERS
Aut. Feature Editor

Mao ab<>Uid thmb the rope whJ<il h• io
Kiven and w•th N<:b ttrldo t.ern """"'ol
hfo. If the '"'"' oboold d • ....t. man ah""ld
rnend It and dhnl> further . lnr r( he d nnt this "'~" will rot ami ho will (all tn
tba dO&th Iron> whoch he tome.

cluster mortars (guns) which
make beautiful explosions
when fired. They were added
purely for splashy theatrical effect in case Orba is t"ver in a
movie. Orba's total cost will be
in the $3,500 range.

"If spirits work thr ough
people on this earth," Wentz
The above verse, written by comment.~. "then I believe it's
Roy "Sonny" Wentz III, has to happened to me. Looking back
be the perfe<.-t prelude to an ar- upon things I've created, I
ticle about him. Embedded in wonder how 1 could have gotthe poem is a philosophy which ten such ideas. Things have ocexpresses
mortal mal!'a curred with Orba that are so
struggle to realize the potent1al weird they're almoet scary. For
when
I
was
of his existence, while exploring example,
around
for
the reality and illusion of that scrounging
materials,
too
many
coinexistence. Such is the life of
Wentz, a 22-year-old industrial cidences took place."
education major and art minor.
Ideas ger minate from d ream
A necessarily compressed
He continues, "One day I was
newspaper article such as this searching for an electric ancan only make a dent in a tenna and a car had been
literary sketch of Wentz's brought to the dealer that very
creations. However, such day--utterly demolished EXcapabilities as the printed CEPT for its antenna. Several
medium does offer will be em- other parts fit too perfectly.
ployed to the fullest. What Had they been just a quarter of
began as a childhood penchant an inch shorter or longer, they
for disassembling lamps and would never have worked.
household gadgets ("I never Everything I've built has been
could get them together again,
but 1' d take them apart!" , connected with a dream
recalls Sonny) waxed to a duplicate. Orba' sprang from a
mature interest in design dream, too, only he towered
half a mile high in it!"
technology.

Wentz, a senior from Elkton,
was also scientifically active
The most fascinating of during high school--despite
Wentz's projects is also his being constantly on the road as
favorite: the construction of a drummer and baCkup vocalist
7 1/z - foot tall robot named in four combos. His list of acOrba. Orba ill turned on and off complishments includes an
by a flashlight beam and his aqua-sled to propel scuba
330 volt shell cannot be divers, a s a il cart, a
touched while activated. His hydroplane, a bazooka, a
repertoire of 64 basic parabolic amplifier, and a
movements are controlled by a spider-like skiing vehicle with a
miniature replica. The small velocity of 550 m.p.h.
model relays a signa l to Orba
who in turn perforiJUI the a<>
The amplifier, recently purtion--much as in voodoo.
chased by Michigan' a Coast
Orba's feet carry 16 star Guard, has a n adjustable 22Smaller robot controls Orba

foot high and 12-foot wide
span. Its resonating, parabolic,
and 100 watt electronic amplifiers enable the operator to
hear normal tones 210 feet
away and loud noises 900 feet
away.
Wentz: inventor, diver ...
He has also built a tri-nitr o
cellulose and artificial napalm
rocket used to burn the timber
surrounding a wild forest fire.
When the flames arrive, there
is no fuel and the advance is
halted.
Apart from snow skiing,
scuba diving, hill climbing
motorcycles and racing, Wentz
has worked with Civil Defense
for four years, two years with
Civil Air Patrol, and is ~rtified
with half a dozen diving
associations. He has graduated
from fire school and belonged
to Calloway County's Volunteer Firemen Squad.
Wentz has even been ordained a minister in the
Universal Life Church. "That
was a gimmkk' ·he explains, "I
did it to show bow easy it is-just send in three dollars."
Wentz's religious · beliefs,
far from gimhowever, are
mickry. He visualizes God as a
supreme mass of energy in a
fie ld beyond human comprehension. "The earth is too
perfect to be a mistake," he
marks. "If I met a true atheist,
I'd just show him his own body.
Our brains, our ears, all body
movements are marvels."
'Learn while you ea rn'
As might be expected ,
Wentz's range of feelings is extra-ordinar ily broad. He once
shared hia personal views on
life. "Life," he reflected, "is
there for you. Time goea on
whether you do or not. You can

P hoto by Linda to;ly

ROY WENTZ, known to his friends as "Sonny", is hard at
work at the drafting desk as he designs the finishing touches for
a submarine h6plans to construct in the near future. Wentz is a
senior industrial education major from Elkton.

either go for the slummy type
life, or you can experience
everything and the latter
possible. People who say they
don't have money should earn
it, but earn it where they can
learn something."
Wentz was preaching what
he practices. Three of his
college summe~ have been
spent toiling as a common carnival hand. "I've cruised on
yachts with the highest class,
and slept in t'!'Ucka and barns
under the worst conditions with
the lowest class. I regard
myself as in-betWeen. When in
Rome, I do aa the Romans do!
Although carnival people have
more muscular domination
than verbal a nd the elite aN
just the oppoeite, ... both are
basically t he s ame. They
releaae tension and tra nsfer
aggresaiou in di.ft'erent manners.''
Wentz'• four yean at MSU
have been a nything but placid
and uneventfuL In fact, the
moet exciting day in his life oe>
curred durinJ hia freehman
year. One night a n incinerary
grenade exploded in his dormitory, gushing forth clouds of
crimson phosphorus smoke.
Since phoepborus is poisonous
to the human system and also
because the opaque mixture
was so thick, firemen were
unable to remain in contact
with the poison long enough to
extinguish the source.
Knight in scuba gear (!)

.:

Photo by Keary Caiman

THIS PARABOLIC AMPLIFIER; designed
by Wentz during his s~nior year i~1 high
school utilizies resonating, parabolic and
100-w~tt electronic amplifiers which enable

--

the user to hear normal sounds 210 feet away
and loud sounds approximately 900 feet
away.

Luckily for Franklin Hall, it
so happened that a oertain
party had his scuba gear
stocked in his closet. Need I be
more explicit? Sonny rushed to
hill room, slung on his mask
and backpack, and went on a
midnight rampage--banging on
doors to get guys out and shattering glass to let the mist
escape via windows.
"It's funny to imagine this
figure in scuba gear dashing
around, but it wasn' t funny at

the time. He was the man of the
hour," recalled Robert Mobley,
director of housing. As for
Sonny, he says of the incident,
"Carrying all that 38-lb. equipment around out of water
wasn't funny. Besides bruising
my back and slicing my bare
feet on the broken glass, my .
skin was so porous that it absorbed all the fine particles and
I looked as though Ji(I been ·
roasted alive. But I loved it!"
Until a year or so ago, Wentz
was conducting one of the
largest and most farsighted underground psychology projects
ever attempted on a college
campus. For security reaaons,
however, the results cannot be
publ.iahed~·at least, not in the
near future.

Went& is a dyalactic, which
meana hia cerebral cor tex
rever&el images.. This reading
backwards is a major factor in
Wentz's inability to spell and
punctuate correctly. In fact, he
won't be graduating this May
becauae he lacks the required
English credits.
A scintillating wit a nd command of verbal language more
than compensate for that handicap, though. He admits that
the things he hates most are
trips to the dentist because
then he CAN'T talk!

"I always try to have several
plans going at once," says
Wentz, "because I work best
under pressure. I have a
frequency where onc:e I've
finished a project, there's a
tremendous high. When the
lows come, though, they're
really bad. ~t' ~ like that with
cr·eative people.' ·
Wentz was once in just such
a depressed mood and spoke at
random into a recorder. The
results were three tapes of
science-fictional reverie worth
taking time to listen to. A local
disc jockey sometimes plays
them on his evening program.
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Operators like Mrs. Wolfe are indispensihle
By LINDA MURPHY
Special Writer

Dialing the operator for
assistance is routine, and for
manv it is a dailv routine. But
operators, besides being indispensihle, are more often
than not, very pleasant, and
one can speak to them quite
frankly without knowing much
about them.
It is doubtful many people
stop to think who the operator
is. Sure, she is full of numbers
and information, and she is
quick and efficient with those
buttons and switches--but, best
of all. she does get your call
through or gets the information
you requested.
But she is more than this.
She is Linda Wolfe, and she
can usually be heard when the
number 3011 is dialed, or seen
in the Administration Bldg. in
the "cubbyhole" to the side on
the first floor.
Mrs. Wolfe has been the console operator for four years.
Prior to this, she worked as a
secretary lo Ted Bradshaw
when he was d1rector of
development on the second
floor. Ar. that time, Mrs. Wolfe
handled
Lhe
personnel
telephone bills. She later
moved downstairs to work on
the switchboard when the
position was open.
Along with her telephone
console, she has a typewriter
and an adding machine. She
puts them to use helping the
secretaries in the various offices when she is not busy with
the console. She can also be
found sending out the administrative telephone bills, the

student co11ies of semester
grades, or perhaps a letter or
two.
Mrs. Wolfe places approximately 50 calls per day.
She knows the phone numbers
of the faculty members and the
various buildings because "they
don't change." Students numbers force her to refer to the
directory. She also puts
through the outside calls for
the Fine Arts Bldg. and long
distance calls for the teachers.
There are four lines coming
into the console, and Mrs.
Wolfe admits it can get rather
busy. "The linea seem to take
spells. There wiU be no calla at
all for 10 minutes, and then all
of a sudden, they come in all at
once," she said.
Mrs. Wolfe has encountered
some unpleasant moments. "I
am supposed to be extremely
courteous and nice, but I
sometime!! feel that I can't,"
she added. "But., on the whole,
people don't bother me too
much.''
A student worker, Brenda
Sexton, relieves Mrs. Wolfe at
lunch, but except for that
break, she has no relief, and at
times she finds she must cut the
console off when she has to be
elsewhere. She feels the
students get annoyed at this,
but she sometimes has no other
choice.
James Rogers, director of
auxiliary enterprise, is Mrs.
Wolfe's boss, and he feels that
"Linda is very capable as a console operator and she is willing
and energetic to work in any
other area in which help is
needed." He added, "She is an

efficient and pleasant con>Jole
operator.' '

Aut Mrs. Wolfe does have
other plans. At lhe moment,
she is a part-time student.,
having taken a course every

s emester. She is working
toward a major in elementary
education and a minor in
health and physical education.

semester or after the summer,
and then she would like to
teach school. So the next time
you dial the operator for a

She plans to become a full-time
student, either after this

number on campus, you know
who the person is who answers
and Rays "May I help you?"

Students' views broadened
by Campus Mloat studies
Robert W. Head, World
Campus Afloat coordinator and
associate professor of art at
Murray State University, recently attended a Shipboard Con·
ference on International
Education for the purpose of
evaluating the program and ita
goals, and discussing the potentials of universal education.
The conference was cosponsored by the American
Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education and held
onboard the SS Universe Campus at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Head, who taught on the
spring semester voyages of '70
and '72 ·· and is tentatively
planning to accompany one of
next year's session ·· believes
that the opportunity provided
by a "semester at sea" is a step
not only to the understanding
of other cultures, but also to
the understanding and appreciation of one's own culture.
••... students have come back
with a stronger sense of the
family unit . . . they are more
concerned about human potential and world events, more
sensitive about people's
feelings, more tolerant of dif·
ferent religious beliefs, and, I

think. more appreciative of
what they have in this country," said Head.
The average cost of a
''semester at aea" ran~ bet·
ween $2,975 to $3,650 and in·
eludes room and board, passage
fare, tuition, field trips. in·port
lecturers, etc.
The summer '73 semester,
beginning in June, will be
geared primarily to graduate
students
and
in-service
teachers. It wiU consist of two
sessions and will include stops
in such places as Tahiti. the
Philippines. New Guinea, Hong
Kong, and Taipei.
The average cost of a
"semester at sea" ranges between $2,975 to $3,650 and ' in·
eludes room and board, passage
fare, tuition, field trips, in-port
lecturers. etc.
The fall '73 semester will
focus on the Pacific. A number
of scholarships, loans, and a
deferred payment plan are of·
fered for thoee desiring financial assistance for the spring
and fall semesters.
Students or others wanting
further information on any
aspect of the program should
contact Robert Head in the art
department at 762-6474.

JIM ADAMS IGA
Angle Food Cake

39c

Antique camera~
needed for •hov
The division of photography
in the a r t department at
Murray State Univereity ie
seeking the loan of any antique
cameras or related equipment
for a week-long showing in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
March 29-April 5.
In charge of the exhibit,
which is being put together by
students in the photography
division, is Dennis Jones, a
junior art major from Mayfield.
Included will be early-day
cameras, old lens, powder flash
equipment and "wet plate"
cameras. Some of the equipment expected to be displayed
will date back to 1870, according to Jones.
Anyone poasessiong old
cameras, camera equipment, or
related photography materials
which they would be willing to
have included in the exhibit are
requested to contact the office
of Miss Clara M. Eagle at 762·
:l784.
The items will be picked up,
labeled and displayed in glass
caaea for the exhibition before
being returned to their owners,
Jones said.

Southside
Northside

Coke or Pepsi

Swiss Steak

99c
Old Fashionion Bolongia

39c
IGA Pot Pies

6 bottle carton

19c
Chuck Roast

Kraft
Mayonaise

69c

Oranges
Betty Crocker
Cake Mix

Rague Spaghetti Sauce
ICWT

69c

Miracle

27c

Whip

Salad Ore. .in8

These prices good through next Tuesday

9c

39c
r
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Anthropologist compares Indians to men on Mars
Since MSU offers only a
minor in anthropology, the lectures provided interested
students and facu lty an opportunity to lear n more of
cu rrent
resea r ch
into
prehistoric cultures of the Ohio
River Valley.
In a ddition to extensive a rcbaelogical field work in Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia,
Alabama, Georgia, and Greece,
Kellar has contribu ted sections
on anthropology and archaeology to Encycl op edia
Americana.

and additional courses, such as
a mastering of a foreign
language, that must be successfully completed to receive a
degr ee in anthropology.
Speaking of extra classes, he
said, "They're not as difficult
as one would imagine. For
example, American Indian is
considered a foreign culture as
far as Language studies is concerned, which doesn't sound
reasonable.''
Indiana University has, accor ding to Kellar, a larger
collection of human skeletal
material from prehistor ic sites

Kellar's initial lecture, held
at
9:30 a.m. in Faculty Hall,
thropology and was a part of
the American Anthropological was primarily directed to
Association' s visiting lecturer gradu ate stude nts. Kellar
spoke of the core requirements
program.

the object of anthropological
studies is to develop a positive
correlation of cultural traits.
The second presentation was
in Room 208 of Faculty Hall
Beginning at 2:30 p.m. and
lasting for one hour, the lecture
was entitled, "Angel Mounds:
Archaeology for the Public,"
illustrated with a slide series.
Angel Mou nds is a MiddleMississippian cultural s ite
located near the Ohio River, six
miles east of Evansville, I nd.
Covering more than 100 acres,
the site is thought to have been
inhabited by about 1,000 Indians from 1200 A.D. to 1500

than any other institution on
earth, with a possible exception
of the Smithsonian Institute.
T he professor concluded his
morning lecture by stating that

A.D.,

By KENDALL K ING
Reporter

" European explorers finding
Indians in unsettled America is
comparable to modern man finding Homo Sapiens on Mare,"
said Dr. J a.mea H. Kellar,
profeseor of anthropology and
director of the Glenn A. Back
Laboratory of Archaeology at
India na
University,
Bloomington, I nd.
Presenting two lectures to
the MSU students and faculty,
Kellar's Feb. 22
appearance
was sponsored by the department of sociology and an-

Kellar said, " Because no
mention of hab itation ie
referred to in DeSoto's journals, we believe the people had
a band oned their viUage before
any European ever saw the
mounds occupied. If this is
true, then the location is fully
prehistoric.''
Of no celestial significance,
the "Angel' ' referrance is at-tributed to the name of the
man from whom the land was
purchased in 1938.
Supplementing his lecture
with 34 slides, Kellar explained
that the large mound was the
social center of the village with
many hamlets built on smaller
mounds circling it. By con-

structing their clay and wood
houses atop the natural land
elevations, the Indians avoided
the dangers from the flooding
of the river.
Pollution occurred in this
society 500 years ago as it does
today. According to Kellar,
"The tribe would simply throw
their broken pottery, wastes,
and junk over the bank into the
creeks."
Although similiar in many
customs, Angel Mounds differed from Kentucky Ind ian
cultures with regard to burial
habits. The Kentucky Indians
had cemeteries, or tracts of
land, where the dead were
placed while the characteristic
of the Angel Mounds culture
was to bury their dead within
the main village or in the floor
of the house of the deceased.
With this knowledge of Indian customs, Dr. Kellar and
his associates are in the process
of reconstructing and preserving the original prehistoric
settlement for the public's
pleasure and historical value.
Kellar said, "It's costing a
million d ollars, but the money
is well spent."
If this endeavor is successful.
future plans are to excavate
and
reconstruct
other
prehistoric sites. In this way,'
"part of Amer ica's past will be
a part of America' s present."

Grecian Steakhouse
Highway 641
753-4419

RED CROSS DRIVE CHAIRMEN discuss plans for the drive
which began yesterday and runs through March 10. A. W. Simmons, Jr., (standing), general chairman for the county drive,
named Coach ~ill Furgerson (left) chairman for Murray State
University and Jay Richey (right) MSU student chairman.
Carol Hahn (center) is the publicity director a nd Mrs. Jean
Blankenship is the director of the Calloway County Red Cross.

Two theatre arts auditions
set for Wednesday, Thursday
Next week the theatre arts
department will be holding
t ryouts for two d ifferent
productions.
On Wednesday, March 7,
auditions will be held for
" Rosencrantz ;, and Guildenstern are Dead" in the Univers ity Theatre. This play it> the
second major spring production
of University Theatre. There
are speaking parts available for
approximately 14 people. The
play will be directed by James
Schempp, ass istant professor of
theatre arts. Script..c1 will be on
reserve in the Library on Mon·
day. Production dates are April
19. 20, 21.
On Thursday, March 8 ,
tryouts wiU be held in the Sock

and Buskin room for two
student directed one-act plays.
The plays are "The Tiger" ,
directed by Bobby Dodd,
Murray, and "The Private
Ear" , directed by Barbara
Fulton, Paducah. These plays
will be produced on April 25.
The Sock and Buskin room is
located off the old Fine Arts
lounge.
Auditions for directing scenes
will be held in room 100 of
Faculty Hall M onday, March 5
at 7 p.m. There are 11 scenes
which will be directed by
students in
the theatre arts
directing class. Parts are
available for approximately 40
people, and auditions are open
to all students.

Ribeye
Sirloin Steak
Shrimp (15)

Bill Furgerson, head football
coach at Murray State, and Jay
Richey, an MSU graduate
student, have been named campus chairmen for the local Red
Cross drive which got under
way yesterday morning.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., general
chairman for the Calloway
County Red Cross Fund Drive.
named Furgerson chairman for
the University and Richey
student chairman for the drive
which goes tht·ough March 10.
The goal for the drive is
$10,500. Furgerson noted that
this drive supplies the money
for the entire operating budget
of the local Red Cross.

$1.69
$1.89
$1.69

Includes: Salad, Potato, Toast
and
Strawberry Shortcake with Whipped Cream
Mon. Tue. Wed. T hurs. - All Day
Fri. Sat- 10:30 a .m. - 3:00 p.m.

Sandwich Specials
Sirloin Burger
Pork Tenderloin
Chuck Wagon
Fish
Includes: Salad, Potato, Toast
and
Chocolate or Vanilla Pudding

99c

Your Raleigh Dealer
Introduces
''Equal·rights racers.''

The famous Raleigh Grand Prix racing bicycle
now comes in a women's model in addition to
the men's. The Grand Prix Is a direct descendant of Raleigh competition cycles. Features
such as fully lugged racing frame tubing,
center-pull brakes, wide-flange hubs, Huret
Luxe 10-speed gear show you just how close.
This could be the start of a new contest in the
battle of the sexes. The man (or woman) to see
is your nearby Raleigh dealer.

RA/E/e;H...,
Nothing better can be said
of a bicycle.
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For your information:

Pledges initiated; Greeks anticipate weekend
Submot ''-"'" for publieati<•n the Mooday
bofore the P'r~day pubhution date. 11oe NEWS
will be alad IO pnnl ~"'' from all eampwl
"'ll•noa.uma When
awdonla ,,.. to
be pronted. include 1M hflroetoW11 for oden·
ttlication J>Ur~ Wolhwt the hometown. ,...
cannot pnnt tt.. n•roe. lten.a for pubbcabon
ahould be brouaht to room Ill Wiboon Hall,

,.,..,of

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
The Alpha Omega chap~r of
Alpha Gamma Rho installed
nine new pledges. They are
Randy Atherton and James
Griffin, Livermore; Robert
Jones, Princeton; Hugh Lewis
and Wesley Parker, Hopkinsville; Greg Tanner, Rogersville, Ala.; David Shemwell
and Mike Waita. Cadiz, and
Jones Woodward, Owensboro.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Last Friday the Little Sisters
sponsored a skating party at
Benton. All actives, pledges,
and dates were invited.
Laat night two new faculty
members were installed as
' members of Alpha Kappa Psi.
They were Dr. Donald Jones
and Eugene Hurn.
There will be a banquet
tonight at the Colonial House.
Hurn will speak afterwards on
"'fhe Job Market in '73."
There will be a party after
the Austin Peay game
tomorrow.
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Gamma Xi chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta recently installed two girls in the spring
Xi pledge clau. They are
Sheila Combs, Jenkins and
Teresa Newby, Heath.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon wish to extend a hearty
welcome to Rich Harrington,
Rick Zeiher, Gene Harkleroad,
Gordon Rodell, Rick Bang and
all other alumni who will be
here this weekend. The
brothers of Kentucky Epsilon
would also like to welcome all
their brothers
from Austin
Peay who will be here for the
game tomorrow.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon
candy sale is coming to an end
and has been a great success
thia year, as was the Nu pledge
clasa' slave sale.
Tonight the brothers are
having a card party. Tomorrow
there is a pretuner before the
game and a victory party af·
terwards. Refreshments will be
furnished by the Nu pledge
class. Sunday there will be a
pot luck barbeque at the lake.
Attending will be brothers and
their guests.

PI OMEGA PI

KAPPA DELTA

Kappa Delta will hold its anPi Omega Pi honorary
business education fraternity, nual Emerald and Pearl &11
will hold it's regularly monthly on Saturday night, March 3, at
meeting on Thursday evening, the Murray-Calloway Country
March 1. The meeting will be Club. The evening for members,
held in the faculty lounge of the alumnae, and their guests will
Business Bldg. The business of begin with a banquet followed
the evening will be the by a dance.
The sorority held rush parinitiation of spring pledges.
If you are a business ties on Feb. 24 and on Feb. 28.
education major with a 2.5
overall average and 3.0
business, you are eligible for
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
membership in thia chapter. If
you desire membership, please
Alpha
Sigma
Alpha
be present at this meeting.
welcomed three pledges to its
Alpha Omega pledge class
DELTA SIGMA PHI
recently. They are: Billie
Bauman, Ft. Myers, Fla.; Rita
Delta Sigma Phi ad- Kane, Wickliffe,; and Mary
ditional Iota pledges are: Ann Beshear, Dawson Springs.
Byron Rogers, Franklin; John·
Plans for the Spring Formal
son Wong, Jim Chim, and Ber·
to be held April 13 at Barkley
nard Oh, Hong Kong.
Lodge are being finalized.
The fraternity celebrated
Murray's win Saturday and
traveled to Western to enhance
the chances for an OVC victory.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

KAPPA ALPHA
There will be a "Big Brother·
Little
Brother"
dance
tomorrow night at the Paris Armory. The dance will begin at 8
p.m. and is closed. It will be a
come-as-you-are dress code.
The brothers of Kappa Alpha
initiated 12 pledges. They are
Kent Brost and Tim Eaton,
Quincy, Ill; Chuck Brandt,
Marion, IU.; Randy Seymour,
Alton, Ill.; Phil Sanders,
Springfield, Ohio; Gary Chiles,
Covington, Va.; Steve Swager,
Waahington, D.C.; Bill Miricle,
Louisville; David Keller,
Murray;
Greg
Moyera,
Paducah; Mike Coley, Paria,
Tenn.; and "Red" Ruark,
Morganfield.

ALPHA OMICRON PI

Nancy Coplen, a Home
Economics
major
from
Mayfield. was recently elected
president of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Other new officers elected in·
elude Susan Pace, Arlington
Heights, Ill, vice-president;
Jan Small, Benton, recording
.secretary; Georgianna Furger·
son, Murray, corresponding
secretary; Ruth Titsworth,
Murray, treaaurer.
Carol Cardwell, Hickman
and Bette Raque, Louisville,
social chairmen; Vicki Collison,
Washington, Ind., scholarship
chairman;
Ellen
Price,
Paducah, chapter relations:
Margarita Davis, Symsonia,
fraternity education; Lolita
Stice, Calvert City, Panhellenic
president; and Jill Craig,
Hazel, room manager.
Sandy Harris, Metropolis,
Ill, activities; Jenni Pfeifer,
ALPHA DELTA PI
Louisville, historian; Kathy
On Monday night, Feb. 19, Lewis, Carmi, Ill., song leader;
Apha Delta Pi social sorority Debbie Rendleman, Paducah,
celebrated the beginning of intramurals: Gail Guilfoil,
Arlington Heights,
Ill.,
Friendship Week.
On the following Friday, 10 assistant pledge trainer;
members of Epsilon I pledge Louella Puckett, Fulton,
class were initiated. They are assistant treasurer; Bonnie
Christy Bannister, Hopkin· Cohoon, Murray, sophomore
sville; Martha L. Crice, Ban· representative to Leader's
dana; Barbara Dittmer, An· Counci4 and Karen McKay,
Heights,
Ill.,
chorage; Pam Dyke, New Arlington
parliamentarian.
Madrid, Mo.; Betsy Ferris,
Becky Wilson and Marsha
Louisville; Georgia Hillerman
Murray,
were
and Rita Woosley, Chester, Ill; Stallons,
Kathy Loenen, Murray; Lissa initiated into Alpha Omicron
Rooks, Frankfort, and Leah Pi Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1973.
1973.
Williamson, Wickliffe.

The brothers installed 16
girls into the Little Sisters of
lhe Maltese Cross. They are
Mary Ann McKinney. Heidi
Poth. Robin Shuler, Sandy
Wilson, and Ann Gunther,
Louisville; Margarita Davis,
Symsonia; Maria Doty, Benton;
Petty Long, Ashland; Cathy
Obourn. Vienna Ill.; Donna
Shumaker, Carolyn Thompson,
Paducah; Sharon Sparks, Mt.
Vernon;
Lillie
Wilson,
Mayfield; Marilyn Simmons.
Amy Wilson, and Rosemary
Scott, Murray.
We wiah to thank our basket·
ball team who played excellent
ball but was defeated in the
closing minutes of the semi·
final game.

TAU

~PA

EPSILON

The officers of Alpha
Gamma, spring pledge class of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, are as
follows:
Joe
Matthews,
Louisville, president; Craig
Richardson, Taylorsville, Ill.,
vice president; Dennis Sturt,
Mantawan, N.J., secretary and
Steve Travis, Camden, Tenn.,
treasurer.
Zeta Chi Tekee took fourth
place out of 12 teams com·
peting in a TKE basketball
tournament at Miami University last weekend. They beat
U.K. and Bowling Green
University in order to take
fourth. Fairmont State Tekes
won the tournament with
Miami taking second and Ohio
University pla&ing third.
The TKE tiedge class from
SIU will be visiting the Murray
Tekes this weekend. There will
be a party at the house
tomorrow night.

that Murray State was elected
to hold the 197 4 District
Twelve convention.
Epsilon Lambda chapter
welcomes the brothers and Lit·
tle Sisters of Eta Tau chapter
at Austin Peay to Murray. They
also welcome their guests to a
reception to be held at the
house following the game.

SIGMA NU
The officers of tbe Iota
pledge class of Sigma Nu
fraternity are Lou Turley
Virginia Beach, Va., president;
Mike Roby, Paragould. Ark.
vice-president; Randy Peeler,
Paducah, secretary; and Gary
Phipps, New Windsor, N.Y.,
treasurer.

•

••••
••
••
••
••

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Big Brother-Little Brother
dance will be held tonight at
Woodmen of the World from 9
to 1. Dress is semi-formal. The
pledges big brother choices will
be announced there.
The Alpha Zeta pledge class
would like to thank Don
Silvester, Mayfield, for the
party he threw in their behalf
two week..'l ago.
The District Twelve con·
vention was held last weekend
at Austin Peay. Ron DeAngelo,
Columbus, Ohio; Mark Lacy,
Cincinnati; and David Mains,
Detroit, Mich., were Murray's
delegatee. They reported the
convention was successful and

••
••
Clean up I
•

-----·
Murray •

DEAR WALLY
I hope none of my usual
readers were too upset laat
week when they turned quickly
through the pages of the NEWS
and didn't find my helpful
words of wisdom.
Dear Wally missed the Monday deadline, but don't worry,
he won't miss it again.
Let's get right to the letters
for help.

DEAR WALLY,
My problem is a simple one.
I'm fat, ugly and get obscene
phone calls. The first two
things I can live with. However,
the last problem upsets me.
They are coming from a girl
who is dating my old boyfriend.
She's apparently jealous of my
relationship (which no longer
exists) with Sidney. Some of
her obscenities are even foreign
to my vocabulary. And if I
don't know them, they're pretty
bad (l forgot to mention I'm a
little on the racy side). What
can I do? I am relying entirely
on your wisdom.
RACEY

RACEY:
If the only thing that i•
really bothering you is the

fact that this chick knows
more four-lettered words
than you, why don't you give
me a call and I'll (ive you a
whole list of four, nve or any
other
number
letter
shockers. Plus, you mention
that you are a little racey. If
you know who the person Is,
why don't you go to her
room and beat the tar out of
her. That wUl solve the
problem quickly. And maybe
Sidney will be turned on by
your violence and come
back to you for good.

DEAR WALLY,
Every night I sit alone in my
room playing the same old
record, "Hey There, Lonely
Girl'', hoping that someday he
will notice me. Don't get the
wrong idea. I am not ugly but I
am not Raquel Welch, either.
There is thia cute, lovable,
charming fellow that I adore.
The sun shines through his
beautiful blonde hair and when
he looks at me with his
sparkling green eyes, I melt. All
I ever do anymore is dream of
this guy. I have tried
everything to make myself attractive to him but it doesn't
work. I am living in depair and

seclusion. Sometimes I think
this guy is a little vain, but 1
can't stop thinking about him.
Wally, what am I going to do?
LONELY GIRL

DEAR LONELY,
Send him gifts. Start out
sma11 with cards, magazines
and stuff like that, moving
up slowly to shirts, movie
tickets and concert se•ts.
Then it's time to buy him
suits, tape players and
anything else over flOO.
By this time you can start
putting your own name on
the cards instead of "a
secret lover", and with this
card aend hlm the key for a
rental
car
(Corvette
preferred), the key to a room
In a Nuhville motel, •300
&pending money and your
phone number. If that
doesn't get him, you might
aa well give up.
That'a it for this week, so
click your bic and let Dear
Wally hear from you.

Got a proble111? Write me
at Box 609, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky,
42071.
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John Meyer didn't
invent seersucker.
He just tailors it to look
refreshingly different.

By JOHN ERARDI
Easy to wear. Easy to care.

A nervous twitching of the neck
"I tell ya', my problem is
that I don't get no respect. No
respect at all•'
Then, a tug at the pencil-thin
red necktie, followed by a nervous twitching of the neck.
This short quip accompanied
by the tug and the twitch is
combined and interspersed
with the hilariously comical
repertoire of comedian Rodney
Dangerfield. These are, in fact,
his trademarks and his claim to
fame.
But, then again, there are
many people who share
Dangerfield's problem of no
respect, myself included. And
admittedly, many people who
w~ar red neckties, especially
women, get no respect.
Probably rightly so. There is
also no denying that Rodney is
the only one of us who is
disrespected. that is getting
paid for his problem.
However. the thing that seta
Rodney and me apart from the
rest of the crowd is the nervous
twitching of our necks. That,
and the fact that our no respect
problem stems back to
childhood.
Not unlike me, Rod's necktwitching is the product of a
traumatic occurence early in
life. Although Mr. D. will not
admit it, it was a confrontation
with the family dentist which
set his neck to twitching.
When Rodney was only six
years old, he was told all his
teeth would have to be pulled
and fal.Re ones put in their
place. Instinctively, upon
hearing the new~. the youngster
reached for his red bow tie.
This habit. which Rodney now
uses in his act. was formed
some years earlier.
Anyway, it turned out that
young Dangerfield survived the
surgery and mastered the use of
his false teeth in one week.
However, on his next visit to
the dentist came Rodney's first
clash with the perennial
problem of no respect.
The lad bopped into the
big chair and the amiable dentist leaned over to inspect the
child's teeth. Dangerfield expected to be praised for his
meticulous care of the new ad. dition to his mouth. But. alas,
after a close check-up, the
physician stood back, looked
the smiling fellow right in the
mouth, and said, "Kid, I don't
know how to tell you this, but
you need braces."
So even back then poor Rodney got no respect. No respect

at all. And because Dangerfield
spent so much of his youth in a
dentist's chair, he developed
the nervous twitching of the
neck which has now made him
a rich man.
I may yet put my neck to
financial use because certainly
the event which started the
spasms in my neck was no less
. tragic than Dangerfield's.
You see, 1 was about 10 years
old when it happened. The "it''
was being hit over the head
with a breadboard. Let me explain.
The day to end all days
began about a decade ago with
my younger brother preparing
to do battle with the neighborhood bully. And in our front
yard no less.
There were two reasons I
didn't join in the fight First,
being an avid viewer of the
Saturday morning western
starring Gene Autry, I was
knowledgable of the code of
honor. The code stated simply
that two against one was not a
fair fight. Not even when your
brother was involved.
Secondly, I was being
restrained by the neighborhood
weightlifter who also happened
to be four years my senior. He
too was an Autry fan and
cognizant of the code.
My brother handled himself
admirably and won the bout,
although he received the basic
lumps and bruises. He wasn't
upset because I hadn't helped
out. In fact, he thanked me for
my verbal, albeit, obscene support.
But my mother was not fortunate enough to have wi~
nessed the clash. However,
upon seeing his bruises and
hearing that I had shirked my
duties as big brother, she promptly headed for the kitchen
cabinet in a rage.
I knew 1 was in trouble
because Moms Erardi was
always still asleep at 7 a.m. on
thoee Saturday mornings when

I awoke to watch another J
episode of Gene Autry. So, now
it was time, no doubt, for the
barber strap treatment for little
Johnny. But, I knew I could
weather that storm with loud
and premature screams before
the pain actually set in.
I
No such luck. My negligence
this time apparently called for
more.
What she reached ror this
time was the family breadboard, all one-inch·thick of it.
Certainly this was no time for
one of my favorite provolone
and peppers sandwiches.
And it wasn't. With all the
maternal power she could
muster, my dear mother sent
the board plummeting to the
crest of my head, some two feet
below.
I never knew what' hit me. It
was all like a dream. The
cerebral numbness was only
momentary, and then, there on
the floor in front of me was the
breadboard -- in two pieces.
And I couldn't help but smile,
despite lhe fact that J, like
Rodney Dangerfield many
years before me, was the being
accorded no respect.
1

Phone 753·3251

blend. Because it's
so crisp looking and
dependable, John Meyer
calls this fabric Swiss
Seersucker.
The go-with stitch
creased pants in 50/ 50
cotton I polyester blend .
The short sleeve, round
neck, T-shirt in the very
same cotton ond Dacron
polyester blend.
All tailored with core in
c o lors that match, mix and
coordinate.

We d id n't invent good taste.
We just never forgot it.

Mademoiselle

Shop

LET us

Murray, Ky.
To this day, my mother
doesn't know how I was able to ~~~:::::::::;:::::;;;:;;;;:::::::::::t
survive that blow, especially
with a smile. But, she did confess some years later that the
board was somewhat cracked
before I parted it for good.
And I confess now that the
smile was purely psychological.
Actually, I was permanently
crippled. That's where the twitching of the neck first came in.
Like Dangerfield, lack of
respect was the cause .
But, like a true sport, I
bought Mom a bigger and better breadboard that following
Christmas. It was a wise
decision for abe cannot even
pick it up let alone hit anybody
over the head with it That
board still hang!! on the kit{:hen
wall as a reminder to me of my
clays of no respect.

DO YOUR
PRINTING

• Pti.ITICAL-CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
• DANCE & BANQUET INVITATIONS
• CHAPTER NEWS LETTERS
• PROGRAMS &POSTERS

Bring this coupon to
Burger Queen for:

Sh irley's

Bock vented shirt jacket.
In a very special 50 /
cotton / polyester

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.
PHONE 247·5814
S. SUTTON LANE
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Royal Burgers
2 for t he price of 1
Tues. & Wed. Only

March 6 & 7

MAYFIELD, KY.
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FI.EA MARKET POI.IIW
Yubhc Mrvke IIRrttltflt('f'n\titt• dt in~t••• ht
ttw t".tnlpu.t 1nd C'ummunhy wtll bt ~ct'l•tc'tt fl•r
dw t'lta Mark~• ••tl>tllll rhar¥•· ~ Nf:Ws
rf!Wnf':a tfu. rifhl to edit ot ol'fttl anv tn
r~•tmatwm, bul _..try *lfnn •1tl W madt In lo'nnl
81J edt u( lhtere&t lU Ci'w Campu.t •nd CHill
OlUIIIl)'

Ahtor Mn hPm ho htt•~t ~tubmttted Cttnt·p( fur
pt'f.J4tt .. \§,. '4htch Wll\ MJft Hll«'j, lt wilt nJI\ l"CII\
tinauutly untU 11a!IC'Il' bat bft-.a lfl"ton w tancel
lt.

•

No advorlbm~ can lw a<Ujl(ed lor the l'loo
M•rk..t rwm • rt'jtft'11M)I•thott uf anv hu•lntU.
I nh:•rm.fthnn ;,;hnuld he IIUhmtUed un lh• Mnn
'II\' lwfnrt lhP Frtday J)4Jhhc.·.auun dat4. rt•orn
111 W11 ..... Hall '" <Oil 7117-4491 •• , 7~7.4fG!!,

RII)F. WANl't:O : Dunn« Sprlnc Bn~ak tn
Pholadelphia, Wutunat..n, I>.C .. or flahlmore
.,.. , Wtll help woth .Oif"'lllft, Can luvo any
tiJ:>o Call o.-bb-., 767-4!1H. or ~ooaie, 751.0752.
RII>EHS WANTt:O. :>prina llroak
'"""'''"no 8100dtl c... u 7.\ J.:n~7

10

Yloml.t

RIOF:W•! WANT!o:J>: llno111 loll for two rodors
to Cioan..ler, ··Ia ,,.., Sprooa Hrak l'laco 10
bvt and food for only $ :1ro. round trip. Call Dick.,

RIDES & RIDERS

lee••

ftlOER!! WANTED ROI)m loft for two ndo;.
"Fine break. Laavon1
Friday afWmoon. Mar<h 18. 135 round llop. 1~
dud"' plate 10 .,.y alld food fuU time then. Ir
you hau a place to atay, ill US. Call Didt al
76.1·11649.
10 Cleiarwater, Fla. over

RIDE WANTED: To Ohampal.,, Ill any
....... tnd Will poy n~ C.ll Martha at
767.f9l.S.
RIDE WAl'n'ED: To Allaata .,.., w..Uad.
Will ohart upe.,_ Can luve anYtirM. C.ll
767··~~.

RIDK WANl'EDo To FL Laudard.tle for oprinc
tn..k. c.u 787-2902 Of 767·•268.
RIDERS WA.VI'ED To Kaoxv1lt.. Tonn. • Cor opnhl break. C.U 767-6387.
RIDERS WANTED: To Oaytorut, Fla Cor
aprtnl broalt. $30 round llip. Send ,...,. and
pboM nul'llbtr 10 302 B H-. Han
Rlm:Rs N~:EDE[). l'or opnlllt break 10 New
York u for A; Alb<lny )';haro drovtnj[OIIJ!o...._
t'•ll St~•• at 7~!1-UtO:I.
Rill~: WANTt:O : To l•nu.. IIIP any ''"tk W1ll
help I>AY upo.- 7117.,11''1

FOR SALE: 19n Honda SL 360 Mot,...pon.
P'd<'tl'-nt coodition. Call 763~ afoor 4 p.m.

espen.wa

763-~9

RII>B WANTED. To Ft. Lauderdale for oprin1
broek for 3 plo. Ca11
'tbunoday or Friday.
Will aharo u~ C.ll 767-•701.

PIIC~ 11

FOR SALE

RIOF. WANTF:O: Tn MHteheod auy w•tko11d
Can lea•·• fridaY" aft.r 2 :!10 p m Call 7117.:t~HIJ
HIUP. WANTY.O · l)nperot.! To Ch>eaao any
weekmd Call Gatl at 7tn..t217, Will t..lp wllh

Stat~ N~w•

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Malo lriah •uer. A110woro to II» namo
Bluo and Ia weannc a oilver rh.tur collor aud
cap. If anyoo~ kno- tha whe,..bo~ll Qf thll
dos. pl111• ront.act. at thio phone numbor: 767 3863
LO:.'T; A mat.. IS.year•old, black poodJ. that
arwwerw to the nanw ..BrnetJ..... Lo.t on carg...
pua o.lnco Fob. 1&. II f""nd <oil '763-M28 ut 76S.
5052. Reword oflerod.

LOST: Hod bollfold contaontnJ omportanl cardo.
Loot "'Wlioon Hall by M~. C. ln. If fwnd. con
tact tho l'o'EW~ olfoc. in Wtloon Hall ot call
71\2-Hii!l
L0:-,1": On• women• a tlruwn, f•k• t.e.tt.. r. r11ht
handed Rl<"·• woth "'hite linon •. In or around
Farulty Hall C.ll 7U7 I;:!~ I

LOST. Turquo.,. and 11h·er nOJ ia l!irl'o lod<or
room of tho hoelth hocldiOJ <'•II Barbera Jonn
1~:1.2fo08.

pi·-

.OST: Bkyclo d>1un lurlo, Jrwn •••YI cower,
oambonatoun lock Ollarhed. II found,
call
l$.1.41472
t'OUNU: Ono bike"' front ot ohel'111donl Union
Huold•nR Coole<& ruatodoan •n II» SI!H

t'0\:1'11>

A pafr

t>f

FO

R ~ALE: -~ twrordlftl lepo. 1800 re.t
:lO 1epoo t76.
40. South 8th S~net.

.....,.... ». uancorded ... All

FOR SAJ.g: Tw11 cuchtt•lo and lar~v <O~a
Th•IK' borda ar• btoc:coiiiiiiC raro. S 1~ Call 75:1.
2480 ht Uw rnarr1ln~ or •t d1nntt hour
FOR SALE . Antique doubl• copper bollot 116
Ca11767-fi:H5.

or

mfu, all

··oR

~47-IH07 111

Crochet workshop
will be held today;
12 covers supplies

FOR SALE : One.Jawa motorey<l....,cS. ear comborutllon. 1!177 with 1- than 400 mila Call
763.03811 After 6 p.n~ call 763·2738.
FOR .SAl.~; A omall p<JI'tablo haJrdl'}llr •ill•
cap, Two yean old. ~lA Conle<l .Judy by
leeviOJ a tJo•le rn II<>• 21 I Univ Sta

A crochet workshop will be
held F r iday, March 2, in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the

WANTED

Mayfoold

SAl.~::

1961 Buick Specie~ 210 V·8.
,.,... on """ ODJino, ruN &ood Tfa<ler
hot<h, lour """' ,,,. and ""' on<o• thw. bl•<• .
~~.000

For mur• 1nrorm1t1un t.:lll 7H7-.t054 or cnm•IH
at ~114 (:plJo~e Cour..._ Will cake $200 or b"t of·
ftr,

Nt:•:n~:u fOR muter' • thrat. . ._... ol THu•:
STORY, TRUE CON.' KIISIOSS, and
MODF.RN IIOMANC•:s, :.loy to .Scwm.bH,
1972 r ...u Tomm•• al 7~ 3. 11111>

JOB AS BABYSITTER WANTED Wile ot
MSU otudant would to•• to bobyort anybma for
tho root of II» opri"' Mm ..tar Hao experience
wllh chrldron Call Cindy Linney ot 763.018&

t'OR SALB: 10 ~allon aquarium, COIIIJ!I-·
hood. filter, J111V1!1, and f-.IL Calll$:1-77S. artar
l;·;,o pIll.

GIRt.o; WANTt:o: Tn aqm up for a ~~<>houra
clormotofy For c!Mailo all 7117. J8ll.

FOil SAl.~:: One uaed FirtoiJlne wule oval 11'70·
al>llut IO.UOO mlloo lefl on tlrt, "0. Phon•

SERVICES RENDERED

t•.

7&3· 88~1 .

FOR SAI.I·l: 0... B-10rieo llommond Orpn and
,.,... cabinet in eUllll..,t <undotJon, Moot
roaoonablt offer Call 7&;J.u7oo alter • p m and
ask roo !)en.
FOR l'lALE : l!ll;t; ford l'atrlaM. Good ohape.
RuM ...u tnd hao .,.. a . - r ' -. !larry
GliaUr 71,7.fiM.I ,
f'OR :>AI.~: : Wut.om Auto mon'o b1ke, h mon•
tho <cld l.1ko now, S.l& Call 76:1.711H

ao

two sessions, one from 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. and one from I p.m. to
4 p.m. The cost for the day is S2
which includes materials.

The Craft House
Mid· Winter sale
now in progress

INCOMF. TAX FORMS lillod out for colloa•
lor $5 in """'' <a-. C.ll 7~'7.1110$

YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRA Y, KENTUCKY
4207 1
PHONE (502) 753·9384
LESSONS A VAl A E

PERSONALS

WANT•:n One luucbend lor ,101 unumod
ahrew Clo1ll H1ana at Padua.

hom~ .,.~~~~;~~;~

FOR SAI.E · Croor • J•IonHr" rnodel
8·
trark tapo l'laywr. !! speakero over
c:urront
I yoet old, S!Oo Coll763-1'>002
F"Rf.t: !lOOM A~1l BOARU durinJ oum""'r
fk'houl '" reLurn for bah)'llltln!J aen·i,·• (."all

"''*'

Fine Arts Bldg. There will be

WILL HAIW!IIT: Wnuld ltlte tn baby•lt any
tame dunna flr'fll I' wrek1 l•f lhll aeml'ftltr C•ll
Mtdlel• Moranville d 76:1.~11~~

TOR SAI.E. Fnr tho. •Ito oallod or anybody
elao, I h.tu a now Wilaon T-2000 linn• ra~t.
.21, 7ii7 ~·~· FOR SALE: Portable bla<k and white TV I
boolut..tr, ond l.bre.quart.r bed Call 753·65116:

lltlcolll ancl ........ Call 7fil

'!$:11

PRlNCF.SS K..J It , Pron«~ Charm•na will call
IOOJKht. IAVf, F.A.H

FOR SAlte: N... Moon trailor, 10 x ~. Ln<atad
on Kenturky Lako. C.ll 763.312&

fOR SALE: 10 r 4H troolor, Z bedroom, ,...her,
IIIL Mood underpin~d l.o•·ated '" MurTo) . .... ,

LOST: TortoiM olwll ria- at Campuo Liahta.
Call S.,_">' ot 767-4!18

•I

FOk SAI.Y.: l~7l Thunclorbord. 2~.000 mo1a,
blork nn blatk, local cor 1:e11 7~·•· fll~2

CONORA1'ULATIONS: Janoe and Dan Tile
Broll»t11

FOR SAI.E: Valuable eolloctora l~mo. Pr•
World War II automatic police pootol, 3AO
calilwr, ~5 with hol•lar and 60 round•
am·
.,.. 01tlon. 1',..19611 -1'1 .22 o. Ur. action boll
nile. F1red cmcoo. Thia rlne • no lo11pr
manufaCIUred bo<aiiN ot II» upe!Wvo dott«n
Leavo a no1e at tho UCM for N11:k.

.::::::::::::~==~

•••••

7~;j.f~)tl2

POR SAU: 3f.O-D vrc•ltulonal IYJ"' "'"" dodo.
f.'""llont condltinn. Nood to oeiL PbOOI! 76!
:!!11!! or 16.1.41H I

t'OR SAI.K. l.oor..ltrtlna a lid A. I' tracn Mil nr
I •l•n huy and ltod• Call IIIII ot 71i7·

J>l<'<. .

tllli9

YOU CAN'T BUY
A BETTER PIECE OF
PROPERTY • • •

~IKE KENNEDY.• president of the Agronomy Club presents a

:S I 00 c~eck to . A~he Seott, faculty advisor to 1he Agriculture

Ahtmm Asso('JiltJOn for the A. Carman M.S.U. Agriculture
Alumni Scholarship Fund.

Agronomy Club raises
money for alumni fund
The A. Carman MSU plant mounts which are used
Agriculture Alumni Fund got a for identification purposes by
boost last week when the colleges and high schools.
Agronomy Club presented Arlie
Eventually. it is hoped that
Scott, faculty advisor to the the fund will reach $5000 and
Agriculture
Alumni become self-~rpetuating, ac·
Association with a check for cording to Dr. Durwood Beatt),
$100.
advisor of the Agronomy Club.
The money was raised by the The scholarships will be awarAgronomy Club by preparing ded to incoming freshman
and selling weed and crop majoring in agriculture.

. . . you become full
owner upon payment of
first instalment . . . future value of property is
guara.P.teed ... dividends
paid annually ... property automatically becomes
fully paid if you die before .a ll payments have
been made . . . property
managed by financial investment experts at no
extra charge to you.
This particular property is, of course, LIFE
INSURANCE. It's ideal
property to own. And
CML ofiers you "Blue
Chip" quality and service.

Steve Mills

forget
lhe wet. ••
with

I

Soft-n-Dry~

rainproofing.
Soft-n-Dry does more
than protect you from
th~ rain. It gives your
ramcoats and jackets a
soft, comfortable look
and feel. You get Sofl·n·
Dry "automatically" with
drycleaning of every
rarncoa t or jacket.
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onnecticut Mutual life
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FIGHTING A COLD, Misa Reddy prepares to go on stage for another performance in a
long chain of concert dates.

MAC DAVIS belt. out a 80111 be wrote for bia wife. Apparently,
be thinb abe ct.ervee better than wbat abe IOL

Plaotograp"y 6y
Keary Caiman

SEEMINGLY ASKING a question. Miu Reddy enda one of her numbers with a little dance routine.

MAC DAVIS APPEARS to look
questionably off into tbe di.tanc:e
as be is eecortAMI on stage by a
Murray policeman.

.,... u

Mar. 2. 1173

Delighted crowd greets
Davis-Reddy concert
...
Mac Davis and Helen Reddy
delighted a packed house of
music lovers in Lovett
Auditorium last Sunday night,
as
they
presented
the
semester's first concert.
It all started about 8 :15p.m.
with the words, "And now,
ladies and gentlemen, Capitol
recording artist Helen Reddy."
The Australian vocalist was
well received as she ranged
from songs of love to songs with
social comment;, including one
anti-drug song.
The applause grew louder as
she launched into a medley of
her hits, including " Last Blues
Song," " I Don' t Know HowTo
Lovt' Him," "I Am Woman,"
and
her
latest
single,
" Peaceful".
Fifteen minutes after Miss
Reddy wa8 enthusiastically
called back for one last song, it
was Mac Davis' turn to entertain. And entertain he did,
with an hour of songs and
humor.
Davis explained that despite
any recent 8UtteSSeS as a per·
former, he is still basically a

composer. The Columbia recording star spent the hour in·
terpreting his own compositions, many of which were
popularized by other artists.
One of the best examples of
the Mac Davis humor came af·
ter the song "Watching Scotty
Grow," which Davis wrote
about his son, and which was
made popular by Bobby Goldsboro. "Mo!!l people think
Bobby Goldsboro wrote that
song," he said. "In fact, my son
thinks Bobby GoldHboro is his
father."
The ~:oncert appeared to be
over after "the song painter"
performed his hit, "Baby, Don't
Get Hooked On Me." A stan·
ding ovation brought him back
on stage, though, and it was a
perfe<:t ending as Davis Jed the
entire audience in singing "I
Believe In Music." Once again
there was a standing ovation
for Mac Davis. The bows and
· the lhank-you's were final this
time, and as the lights came up,
it was a very pleased crowd
that reluctantly filed out of the
auditorium.

U~~ GUSTENING OFF his body, Mac Davis played one· of his compositions to a packed house in Lovett Auditorium.

Hfo~LEN REDDY plays with her baby before she goes on stage to thrill the packed auditorium.
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Business honor society
is active at Murray

Ph ot o by Keary Caiman

WHO SAYS THERE' S A PARKING

PROBLEM!

Secrets of ancient pyramid discussed
by Jackson at Wednesday's Luncheon
"I got over 200 close shaves
with my Gillette Blue Blade,"
claimed one man.
No, you are not reading a
shaving commercial, but don't
be skeptical until you read this
mysterious account of "The An·
cient Pyramid of Cheope," as
related by Dave Jackson,
Frankfort, at Wednesday's
UCM Luncheon.
Shortly after the 9th century
A.D., Al Mamound of Bagdad
forced his way into the ancient
Egyptian pyramid. He an·
ticipated gold, riches, and
scrolls containing words of
wisdom. Instead, he found a
unique and strange system of
chambers and passageways.
Just inside the entrance were
descending and ascending
passageways, the latter ob·
structured b)l three granite
plugs; The lower passageway
led to a "chamber of con·
fusion" where the ceiling was
on the floor and · vice versa.
In 1859, John Taylor, a Lon·
don editor, noted the unusual
dimensions of the pyramid. He
went on the discover the "pi
analogy" wherein the base of
the pyramid divided by twice
its height was equal to 3.14159.
This inference of such precision
~ave rise to a scien tifi c·
religious debate in Europe.
Later. an explorer named
S m)othe unsuccessfully determined a theory CO!lcerning the
great pyramid. "He was,"
noted the speaker, " probably
hailed
as
the
first
'pyramidiot' ."

A little known explorer of the
pyramid, David Davidson,
reproduced the pyramid in
blueprint form. He found that
over a distance of 72 feet there
was a discrepancy of about oneftftieth of one inch. Within a
distance of hundreds of feet
there was less than one tenth of
one inch inaccuracy.
According to Davidson, such
precision could not be the
result of mere chance.
The shadows of the pyramid
correspond with the time of
year or day. For instance, at 12
noon the shadow on one side of
the pyramid completely disappears. The year and the
pyramid inch are said to be the.,
keys to the pyramid's com·
position.
Connecting it with the stars,
some explorers have deter·
mined that two cr068ing scored
lines on the wall of the ascending passageway represent the
crossing of two particular stars
in the year 2144 B.C. This
phenomenon, which occured
during the construction of the
pyramid, appeares every 26,000
years.
Corresponding
markings
determine Christ's birth to be
October 4 , 4 B.C. Also
represented by the markings
are the two world wan and the
great stock market crash.
Al'lother .significant sign occurs
at the year 2001 A.D.
There il; no evidence that the
pyramid is a tomb, as Cheops
was found in a tomb near the
pyramid. A stone coffer within

proved to be too small for a
man. However, it is curious to
note that the coffer is the exact
size of the Ark of the Covenant
as described in the Bible.
Perhaps the most unbelievable of all the things connected with the great pyramid
was the following: explorer
discovered garbage cans in the
large main chamber of the
pyramid. Contained in a num·
ber of these cans were cata,
rats, and other small animals
who had apparently wandered
in.

•

Although the chamber was
quite damp, the carcasaes had
not decayed but had mummified. Thinking that this
might be caused by the dimensions and direction of the
pyramid, one man built a
replica and placed the carcass
of a cat inside. This cat also
mummified.
He also discovered that he
could suspend a used razor
blade in the center of his model
and that the destroyed cyrstals
on the edge would restore
themselves. By repeating the
procedure the man found that
he could actually get 200
shaves with a Gillette Blue
Blade. He had his ·experiment
patented, and now sells these
in styrofoam form.
The speaker C'Oncluded by
saying that anyone interested
in making a replica for usc with
razor blades may obtain the
dimensions from him. ,Jackson
stated that he had made one
himself and · affirmed it!\
reliabilty.

Jerry's Special

The business club of MSU. Pi
Omega Pi, is an honor society
for students who are getting a
teacher's certificate in busine!ls
education. It is open to any
sophomore, junior, or senior
having a 2.5 overall standing.
The Pi Omega Pi chapter at
MSU rated seventh piace in the
national ratings this year.
The club is a place for
business students with a com·
mon interest to gather and
discuss business projects that
will help the students in their
business education; such as
teaching tips, motivation ideas,
and classroom projects.

Speakers are invited to come
to the campus to discuss
prograliUI that are helpful to
the prospective business
teacher.
The group is also involved in
community projects such as the
KANS clinic for venereal
diseases.
The organization meets every
first and third Thursday of
every month at 5 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the Business
Education building. Mrs. Sim·
mons is the faculty advisor and
her office is 401 c in the
Business building. The acting
president is Linda Hunt

rv1cQUEEN / rvlocGRAW
THE GETAWAY

A SAM PECI<INPAH FILM • FROM FIRST ARTISTS C» J
PGI

_..Coming WED. Mar. 7th*
"Alice's Adventures In Wonderland"

Late Show
Children's Movie
Tonite & Sat. 11:30 X ...._Sat.
. ...,.,.y&·n~ Sun. 1 TO 3
"EXECUTIVES WIVE

Ends TUE.
NOW, From the novel by

KURT VONNEGUT• JR.
He survived

the
deadliest day
on earth
to enjoy
the sexiest
night

A6E01161110Y MIU·MUI. MOMSIII'IIODUCnOfll

SLAUGHTERHDUBE·t:IVE

T-lORI STill

• - - . 'IICIIICGI.••

.li-Coming WED Mar. 7thlt

Monday & Wednesday· 5 to 9:00 P.M.

$1.89
..
Steak ch ar-broiled "As
you LikP It" with choice
of baked or French fried
Ida h o Po ta toes, crisp
tossed sa lad, a n d hot
rolls.

SOUTH 12th ST.

MURRAY

To White Pare

-SAT-SUN-ONLY ----~~~~
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4 represent MSU
at Indiana State's
oral readings fest

MRS. EDNA MILLIKEN, head of the
library's special collections division, instructs

a student in the use of a micro-film views

Library uses micro-film

Four Murray State !ltudents
participated in the Oral Interpretation Festival at Indiana State University, Terre
Haute, Ind., last weekend.
MSU was represented by
Ellen Wesson, New Concord;
Sherry Mitchell. Almo: Jeanne
Clark and Kathy Stubblefield,
both of Murray.
The festival was not a conLest, but a workshop attended
by groups from 30 colleges.
Each participant was required
to read three samples of
literature: a prose selection, a
poetry selection, and a choice of
prose, poetry, or drama.
At the conclusion of their
readin~s. each student received
oral and written critiques from
a college professor of interpretation. Lectures were
given to the entire group by Dr.
Francis McCurdy, University of
Missouri, and Dr. Thomas
Sloan, University of California
at Berkeley.
The MSU students were
accompanied by Ruby Krider,
assistant professor of speech',
and Dr. Carrol Harrison,
associate profes.<;or of spee<'h.

Will attend N.D. Festival
The next opportunity for
students to express themselves
through poetry readings will be
the Northern Plains Interpretation l<'estival, MaTch
30-31, at the University of
North Dakota, Grand Forks,
N.D.
Tryouts will be Tuesday in
room 315 of Wilson Hall,
beginning at 3 p.m. All students
interesed in participating
should contact Mrs. Krider or
Polly Zanetta one week in advance of the tryout date.
The Northern Plains Festival
is devoted strictly to poetry.
Students will be required to
read a poem of eight to 10
minutes in length or recite a
poem of their own composition.
The reading will be critiqued
by guest arti11t Donald Hall, a
poet who wrote the play. "An
Evening's Frost." Dr. M<..Curdy
will again be the guest critic
and lecturer.
Mrs. Kirder left today for
Norristown, Tenn., to conduct a
creative • dramatics workRhop
for primary teachers. sponsored
by the Tennes.~ State Board
of Education.

VD symposium to be held

$

39!

! .OAUIO!nm 'D"7"

t404 MOIIU TWINSPfAifltS

I.e; Mill. IllAll

147"
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Dr. Woods is writing history
of MSU's past fifty years
MSU - Fifty Years of
Progreee is the title of the
book currently being written by
President Emeritus Dr. Ralph
Woods. The book covers the
period from 1922-1972.
"It's a history of the first fifty
years of Murray State. lt first
began as a normal school, then
changed to a teacher's college,
state college, and finally
became a state university,"
said Dr. Woods.
The 500-plus page book is
comprised of 45 chapters. "Approximately 3,000 books will be
printed," Woods stated, "with
all proceeds after cost going to

Dorrru to close
noon, March 17
All campus residence halls
will close at noon, Saturday,
March 17, for spring vacation
according to Robert Mobley,
director of housing.
Residents must vacate their
rooms prior to this time. To
protect personal belongings,
students are urged to lock all
room windows and doors upon
departure.
Students desiring to stay oncampus during the vacation
must make arrangements one
week in advance at the supervisor's office in Hart Hall.
Women will be permitted to
stay at Woods Hall; men will
be assigned to Springer Hall.
All residence halls will reopen for the conclusion of the
spring semester at 9 a.m.,
Saturday, March 25.

New
Arrivals!

New Spring
Merchandise
Arriving Daily

College Shop
Across from
MSU Library

either the University or the
Alumni A88ociation." The for·
mer president has been working
on the book for the past four
years.
Deale with Proarea•
The first part of the book
deals with physical data while
the second part is concerned
with the various schools and
departments. "The bOok deals

with progress, not necessarily
with problems," emphasizes
Woods.
Illustrative of the progre88
made is this example cited by
Woods. "The only duplicating
machine on campus when I
assumed the presidency was
under the steps of Wilson Hall.
Now we have one of the finest
printing systel1l8 of any univer·
sity."

Placement
MONDAY, MARCH 6
Credit Thrift, Evansville, Indiana; any major, openings in
management training program.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
American Life and Accident Insurance Company of Kentucky, Louisville; interested students.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH'
Ashland Oil Inc. Ashland; marketing majora, accounting
majors with 2,84 GPA in accounting. MBA graduates also.
Mentor Public Schools, Mentor, Ohio; openings in art, phys.
ed., spec. ed., reading, music. math, guidance, bus. ed., English,
no social studies.
Department pf Economic Security, Frankfort; summer
program: soph., jr., majors in social work, sociology, psychology.
THURSDAY. MARCH 8
Department of Economic Security; summer program.
Department of Corrections, Frankfort; sociology, psychology
majors, or others interested in this area or of work.

Beat the Peoy out of the Governors

GIFTS For all Occasions
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1 BLK From 5-Points
ON Mayfield Hwy.

/
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OPEN 11 - 5
\

SIX DAYS

See our Grass mat
wall hangings 51/2 FT. long
3 FT. wide

16 DESIGNS
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I Calerular of events l

Alpha Epsilon Pi
and
Burger Chef

Health workshop
to be conducted
._~- - - - - - - - - - - -.....
- at MSU Friday
TODAY
Crochet Workshop; Janet Luks, University of Illinois. $2,
materials furnished. 9-noon and 1-4 p.m. fourth floor, Fine Arts
Bldg. Call art office for reservation.
"Taming of the Shrew." University Theatre, Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m., $2 or season tickets.
Beaux-Arts Ball: Costume ball, 9-12 p.m., flfth fl oor, Fine
Arts Center. T beme--"Out of T his World:' Color scheme a ny
shade or combination of purple. Everyone invited, minimal
charte.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
Racers basketball: Murray State vs. Austin Peay. Noon, in
the Fieldhouse.
Art exhibits: Eagle Gallery and Mecoy Hall Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, through March 15.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4
Faculty Recital: L. N. Clark, baritone, Farrell Recital Hall
Annex, Fine Arts Center, 7 p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 5
Auditions: Directing scenes, 7 p.m. Faculty Hall room l 00.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
Senior Recital: Cherry Ball, soprano, Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, 8 :15 p.m.
·
WE DNESDAY, MARCH 7
Senior Recital: Michael Santorelli, trumpet, recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, 8:30 p.m.
Auditions: "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, " 7
p.m., University Theatre.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
Senior Recital: Ed Schultz, trumpet, Recital Hall Annex,
Fine Arts Center, i p.m.
.Junior Hecital: Malissa Wilkins, piano, Recital Ha ll Annex,
Fine Arts Center. 8:15 p.m.
Horn Ensemble Concert: Irwin Chandler, conductor, Recital
Hall Annex. Fine Arts Center, 7 p.m.
Auditions: Student-d irected one acts, 7 p.m. in the Sock and
Buskin clubroom.

130 1 W. Main St.

The YeUow Sullnarine
Submarines
Mcd 14"
1.09
1,09
1.15
1. 20
l. 14
1.14
I. 14
1.14

American
Ital ian
Steak
Cheese Steak
Meat boll
Sausage
Hom
The Hero

l g 16 '
1. 23
1. 23
1.30
1.35
1. 28
1. 28
1.28
1. 2S

(sausage, green peppers,
cheese)
*Peperonci t'li (mild Italian Peppers)
15c extra on any Submarine

r~esh

Dough

~J#I(•lll:l•II~
~
The Yellow
~
Submarine, In
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

25~

lta llan PlZZa

Try the Sub Bose Special Pizzo
Sausag e
Green Peppers
O nions

Off On Any

SUBMARINE

(Not On Delivery I
~Must Present Coupon For Discount~

~(•IJI:Z•Ia~-

Much
more
than an
ordinary
glass
of milk

A child-oriented and creative
' 'Movemen t.
concept,
Education" is t he teaching of
the basic physical movements
such as running, throwing, jum·
ping. climbing. and crawling to
a child to promote his normal
physical developmen t. Dr.
Tmotson' s approach. according
to Stewart, will consist mainly
of demonstrations of practical
applicati o n, wo rk ing with
children from the University
School.
Dr. T illotson has conducted
more than 150 workshops in
"Movement Education" during
the past 12 years.

Med 14" ~ 16 "
2.50
Cheese • . • • • • . . 2.00
. 2.00
Onion • • .
2.50
. 2.40
Sausag e . . .
2. 90
. 2. 40
2. 90
Pepperoni ••
Salomi • . .
. 2.40
2. 90
2 .90
Ground Bee r.
• . . . 2.40
Pep.-ronci ni .
. 2.40
2.90
(mi ld Italian Peppe rs)
Bocon . • •
• 2.40
2 .90
G reen Pepper • • • • • 2.40
2. 90
Anchovies • • . . . . • 2.40
2.90
Mushrooms • • • • • • 2. 40
2.90
*All combinations 40c b .rra
*No extra charge for holf & half orde rs

• Side order of PeperOr'lci ni
(in o bog) .SOc extra

Sunday, March 4th 12 noon - 6:00
1 FREE Ch eese burge r
for each carwash

Movem e nt Education

Prompt pickup and free delivery

Prompt Pickup - Free Delivery

$1.25

Dr. Joan S. Tillotson of
Morrisonville, N.Y., a free·
lance
consultant
whose
specialty is "Movement
Education," will be at Murray
State next Friday for a one-day
workshop.
Dr. Chad Stewart. chairman
of the sponsoring department of
health, physical education and
recreation, said no fee will be
charged for the session, to be
held in the Garrett Beshear
Gymnasium of the University
School.
He noted that teacher& and
students of physical education,
elementa ry education and
special education will be par·
ticularly interested in the
techniques used by Dr. Tillot.
son. He emphasized that
teachers, students and other interes ted persons may par·
ticipate in all or in any part of
the workshop.

YELLOW
SUBMARINE INC.
Call 753-7715

C A RWASH

Med

RYAN MILK
COMPANY

DAIRY QUEEN
*All prices are tax included.

Sundays

Shakes - 35¢
Malts - 40¢
Chocolate
Butterscotch
Strawberry
Vanilla
Cherry
Pineapple

5

¢

Small - 35t& Med - 45t
Large - 55f

Pineapple
Chocolate
Peanut Butter
Blackberry
Cherry
Strawberry
Peach
Banana
Butterscotch
Marshmallow
5 t X:tra

Orange
Peanut Butter
Hoot Beer
PE-ach
Banana
Chocolate Chip

x-tra

Fudge
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Nut
C h oco late Marshmallow

2. 70

Fudg~

Butter Pecan
Chocolate Nut
Chocolate Marshmallow

554

le
3.20

Naturally better

Banana Split- Pa r fa i t-Fiesta- Strawber

* With an orde r
fr om t he Yell ow
Submarine, plus a
charge of 20¢, we
will deliver Da iry
Queen Ice Cream
Products

CALL 753-77 15
for Delivery

Short Cake

The Yellow
Submarine, Inc
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

504 Off

On Any P 12ZA

(Not On Delivefij
Must Present Coupon For Discount

~ ~ .~~~ couPon ~ ~ ~

...
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Heinz Strained

4 1/2
oz. jar

BABY FOOD
Free Running

,.Oifll IWSIA Y

8¢

26 oz. box

MORTON SALT
Kroger

12¢

6-16 oz. cans

PORK & BEANS

89¢

Kroger

CHUNK TUNA

42¢

can

.

Campbell

TOMATO SOUP

Family Pak

CUBE STEAK

can

14¢

Twin Pet

$1.89 DOG FOOD

lb.

8¢

can

Kroger

46 oz. can

PINEAPPLE
JUICE

41¢

Spotlight
Family Pak

RIB STEAK

$1.38

lb.

FRESH PICNICS

COFFEE

lb.

79¢

lb.

Kroger

APPLESAUCE

59¢

19¢

can

j""=".'~

~~ •. I

Semi-Boneless

HAMS

89¢

lb.

~~-

l .....

'

Red or White
GRAPEFRUIT
IVORY SOAP
Avondale

5 lb.

33¢

4 bars

Sliced or Crushed

&.....,
l,!.

89cp

~J.'j
I·· ,~

~

Idaho

POT ATOES

10 lb. bag

99¢

Red Delicious

APPLES

Family Pak

FRYER BREASTS

lb.

75¢

SLICED BACON

TANGELOES

79¢

12 oz.

TOMATOES

SHORTENING

3 lb. can

65¢

59¢

pt.

49¢

• oz. pkg.

69¢

Bel dale

3 lb. bag

Cherry

Kroger All-Meat

WIENERS

99¢

California

Morrell
1
:::.·

6 lb. bag

RED RADISHES
ICE MILK

1
'

2 , ....

49¢

Clover Valley

OLEO

~1

lb. pkgs.

$1.00

Kroger

BISCUITS

a-s oz. cane

47¢

Avondale

.TOMATOES

4 cans

89¢

Fleece

TOWELS

4/$1.00

10¢
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Basketball champs

Men's intramurals
won by Sigma Chi
Undefeated Sigma Chi,
coming out. of the Greek .
division with a perfect 8·0
slate, marched through the in·
tramural championship tour·
nament with four big wins to
take the overall intramural
championship crown. The final
rung in the tournament ladder
came last Saturday via a 49-32
thumping of Omega Psi Phi, the
second place finisher in in·
dependent division B.
The Sigs carne out of the
tournament with successive
wins over the Breda, F ra nk lin
4th Floor, Alpha Tau Omega
and Omega Psi Phi to take the
crown.
In the opening round of tournament play, the Breda fell to
the champion.c;, 40-33. P hil Forbes and Dave Alexander led
the way for Sigma Chi with 12
markers each. Center Jim
Griffv canned 10, Torn Haight
cashect in on four and Johnny
"Star" Williams added two to
round out the scoring.
Coulson. bagged 12 to lead
the way for the defeated Breds.
In other first round action,
the Honkers squeaked by the
Racers, 45·44. The Mob won
over the Kappa Alpha Psi
team, 33-27, while the team
from Richmond 2nd Floor stopped the Clan, 39-34.
Alpha Tau Omega, Omega
Psi Phi, Franklin 4th F loor and
the Unknowns a ll got through
the first round of the tournament via a bye.
In the second round of action, the champs took Franklin
4th Floor, 37-25. Once again, it
was Forbes and Alexander
leading t he way with 11 and 10
points, respectively.
Williams bagged eight and
Griffy and Cooper threw in four
each to cap the Sig scores.
King led t h e way fo r
F ra nklin 4th with eight points.

Omega Psi Phi got their
semi-final victory by downing
Richmond 2nd Floor, 55-36.
The final game seemed a bit
anti-climatic after the closer
games earlier in the tourney.
The score was never too close
after the opening whistle and
the Sigs built ~ a 19-8 halftime margin.
Omega Psi Phi didn't have
the muscle or the shooting
prowess to mount a cou nter attack and the champions ran
away to a 49-32 final score.
As usual, Dave Alexander
led the way in the scoring
de partment with 17 big
markers. "Wiener" H aight
tossed in 13 points to aid in the
winning effort Griffy got nine,
Forbes six and Cooper bagged
four to finish out the Sig
scoring.
Atwater bagged 14 to lead
Omega Psi Phi in its losing battle. Bumphus canned eight,
Clayton six, Jones two and Lee
got one for their 32-point total
The tournament win by
Sigma Chi puts them in first
place among the contenders for
this year's MSU All-Sportt1
trophy. Basketball was added
to softball among their first
place finishes in major intramural sports. Alpha Tau
Omega remains in second place
for the All-Sports award. They
took first place in the intramural football competition
earlier thjs fall

Study In
Guadalajara, Mexico
fully acertellted, 2o-year UIIIIYER·
SITY Of ARIZONA GuadalaJara
SltiiMf Scllool alters July 2-Aupat
11, anthropoleu, art, Huutl•,
folklore, POCrl,by, ltlat.-y, pv-

n•at••·

arnMIIt, lanpap •d
Tutti• S115; ~ •• ,... S2ll.
Write: llltlraatloftll llllrelf•s, Ual·
..-ally of Arlzeu, T.CIOIII$721.

T he seeond round of a ction
also saw Alpha Tau Omega
down the Honkera, 41-38, and
Richmond 2nd F loor get by the
Unknowns, 39-31. I n the closest
game of the second round and
in the tournament, Omega Psi
Phi needed the use of an over·
time to stop the Mob, 51-49.

· AlWAYS hold
matches till

BE sure to

Shocks and Pennies both 6-0
With only a little over a week
left in women's intramural
basketball competition, the
Concrete Shocks and the Shiny
Pennies still remain at the
head of the race with perfect 60 slates in season play.
The impending showdown,
coming up next week, between
these two powerhouses should
resu lt in a look at the team
that will claim the league
championship hono~ when the
season is done.
In action last week, the Con-

crete Shocks coasted to a 30·8
slaughter of Alpha Delta .Pi to
carve another mark on their
unbeaten s late.
The Shiny Pennies were not
to be outdone as they slapped
BSU D.D. No. 2 with a 23-8
trouncing.

T he Outcasts, currently alone
in second place with a 5-l
record, popped the M isfits, 309, to improve on their standing.
Current
standings
throughout the league are as
follows :

Freshman cage tourney
scheduled for March 5

The freshmen in Franklin
and Richmond Halls will be
playing the one-on-one basket·
WON LOST ball tournament on March 5 in
T E AM
the Girls' Gym, Carr Health
Concrete Shocks
0
6
Bldg. at 5:30 p.m.
Shiny Pennies
0
6
The tournament committee
Ou tcasts
1
5
which includes E d Cook, chairBSU D. D. No. 1
3
3
man; Dick Cowles and Eddie
Alpha Delta Pi
3
3
Hunt, laid down the rules to be
4
Misfits
2
followed at the tournament.
BSU D.O. No. 2
5
2
"'l'he entry fee for the tourKappa Del~
5
0
na ment is 25 cents and it is
Alpha Sigma Alpha 0
6
open to t h e freshmen in
WOMEN'S LEAGUE

Franklin and Richmond Halls
only," says Hunt. supervisor of
men's resident halls. According
to the supervisor, prizes and
trophies will be awarded to
winners and runners-up.
I n the event that no winner
has been determined by 9:30
p.m. on March 5, the match
will be re- played on March 7,
at thP same place and time.
Tbia is the first time such a
touf'D&ment will be played on
this campus.

P A GLIAl'S PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

crush all
smokes

University

:!:~0~ ~.: :~,rist

Poor Boy Sandwiches

Pizza

Spaghetti

----------~---------------------------

Saturday, March 3 Open 2:00p.m.

Immediately Following The Murray-Austin Peay Game

------------------------------------151. Off On All Large Group Orders
,~

tJ,

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
6:0fl p.m. Worship
'7

In women's basketball

CAREFUL to

WORSHIP WITH US
Sunday

Haight, Wally Young, .J. D. Williams, Dave
Alexander and Jim Griffy. First row, Don
Cooper, Phil Forbes and .Johnny W illiams.
Team mascot "Sport Forbes" is in the center.

drown all fires.

In the semi-finals, S igma Chi
handed Greek division partner
Alpha Tau Omega a 34-28
d efeat. Alexander led the Sip
with 10 markers. Griffy added
eight, For bes and Haight got
six each and W illiams tossed in
four.
Gunter was top man for the
Taus with 10 points. Meacham
backed him up with eight
points.

Ch

BEST ON CAMPUS is the intramural team
from Sigma Chi fraternity. The Sigs went undefeated in regular season play and in the
tournament to take t he overa ll championship.
Membe~ are second row, left to right: Tom

llO p.m . Bible Study

All Refills Free On
Soft Drinks

Coffee

Tea

-------------------------------------Every Tuesday
SPAGIIETII SPECIAL
Only 99¢
•open 4:00_P.M. E~.,t:Y Day± ,), , !il

'-'
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Murray's golf team opens
'73 tourney play in Florida
The Murray State University
golf team will open its season
March 21-23 in the West
Florida
Alabama In·
tercollegiate Tournament at
Pensacola, Fla.
The tournament will he the
first of six scheduled for the
Racer golfers this Reason.
Others will be the Kentucky Jn.
tercollegiate, the Centenary
Classic. the Chris Schenkle In·
tercollegiate. the Ohio Valley
Conference championships and
the NCAA championshiJ>S.
Rarer Coach Buddy Hewitt
faces a rebuilding year after

COACH BUDDY HEWITT
will send his charges into action March 21-23 as the
MSU golfers open their
season in the West Florida -

Alabama
I ntercollegiate
Tournament at Pensacola.
Members of this yea r' a
squad include John Quertermous, Mike Hoyle, Wally

MSU in Ohio State Invitational

losing Chris Piggot, Mike Heitz,
and Vernon Marcoullier by
graduation. T hese three led

Young, David Buckingham,
Kevin Arnold, Paul Celano,
David Estel,
T homas
Mirus, Mike Perpich, Mark
Roche, Brad Stine, and John
Storms.

Mens' volleyball
starts Monday

Action in the men's in·
tramural volleyba ll competition will get off to a boun·
ding start Mo~tday in the boy's
RYm at the Carr Health Bldg.
Play will involve comFred Sowerby, the only other
Racer besides Jacobs who has petition, round·robin style, in
qualified for the NCAA meet, two separate leagues. As of
press time, 10 teams have en·
ran third in the 600 dispite tered rosters in the Greek
being sick and not being able to division with seven being entered in the independent
compete for the Racers on the
division.
mile-relay team.
Action should continue for
Even without Sowerby, the about a month with a tour·
relay team placed third with nament to be held at the conVerry, Jacobs, Lester Flax and clusion of regular season play.
Aslunan Samuels combining for The top two teams from each
division will enter the toura clocking of 3:18, only five· nament t o determine the
tenths of a second shy of ·overall champion.
qualifying for the NCAA meet.
For further information, con·
Grl\nville Buckley triple jum- tact Buddy Hewitt. intramural
ped 47' 6" for fifth place in the director in the south wing of
the Carr Health Bid~.
meet.

Jacobs' 440 qualifies for NCAA
By MARK BAUMAN
Spona Writer

A first place in the two-mile,
Cuthbert Jacobs qualit'.ying for
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Indoor
Championships (in the 440),
and Pat Verry tieing the school
record for the second week in a
row in the 70-yard high hurdles
highlighted Murray State' s performance in the Ohio State Invitational Track Meet last
Saturday.
In the meet at Columbus,
Ohio, Torres accounted for the

only one-tenth of a second off
first place. The first-place time
was run in another final heat.
Verry did not place in the
hurdles despite his school
record-tieing time of 8.8. He
made it . to the semi-finals in
the star-studded field.

Racers' only first place finish
with an 8:59.3 clocking in the
two-mile, earning him a watch.
Jacobs qualified in the 440
with a preliminary time of 48.5.
His time in the finals was 49.3,

Murray to an OVC title two
years and to a third-place
finish last spring. But Hewitt
will have three veterans backs
to build around in Johnny
Querterrnous, Paul Celano. and
Mike Hoyle. Other prime candidates for the team include
froshman Mike Perpich, senior
Wally Young. and sophmores
Kevin Arnold and .John
Storms.
Celano and Quertermous,
both mainstays of last year's
team. will be co-captains.

Open badminton
begins Monday
Play iu this spring's intramural badminton tournament wiU open Monday in
the women's gym of the Carr
Health Bldg.
The tournament, und er the
direction of M iss Nita Graham,
is open to competition by a ll interested MSU students.
Events in the tournament
will include men's singles,
women's singles,
men's
doubles, women's doubles and
mixed doubles.
Points will be awarded on
the following basis: women's
singles, 11 points; rnen's
singles, 15 points; all doubll'1'1,
15 points. A match will constst
of two victories in three gamP.s.
All mat~hes will be held on
Tuesday
and
Thursday
evenings beginning at 5:30
T HERE IS NO ENTRY FEE.
For further information on
how to sign up for competitiun
see or call Miss Graham a L he;
office in the south wing of the
Carr Health Bldg. Her phone
number is 767-3808. If Miss
Graham is unavailable, call
Becky Oakley at 767-4909.

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:
Cuthbert J acobe

Your E xclusive Dealer In
Murray for Factory - Direct
CONVERSE All-Stars and
DUNLOP TENNIS SHOES

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

Paddle Ball Rackets
In Stock - Wood and M

ust Arrived • New Shipment
of NYLON JACKETS
Lined and Unlined
Assortment of Colors
WHITE STAG
Men and Women Tennis Wear
Full Stock of WEIGHTS

Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus
on Chestnut

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are wol·king toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it ea.<ry for yot( to
co-mplete yr>Ur studies. You're
commis11ioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until g1·aduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 dayB. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campu!:, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.

Active duty requirements
al'e fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank a nd
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
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Compete with top 13 teams

Junior mrsity closes season,
slaughters Middle TennRJJSee

Girls attend Memphis tourney
Dr. Nan Ward took four University for participation in
members of the newly formed the fourth annua l AlA W
Murray State women's bad· National Championsh ip Badminton team to Memphis last minton Tournament
week end to get what she called
Although the MSU girls,
"some valuable experience and Jeannette Smith. Janie R08s,
a look at some really top notch Lana Blue and Carol Robertwomen' s badminton teams." son l08t out in various first
She, and the team, got plenty of rounds of play in singles and
both.
doubles competition, they did
Thirteen of the nations, top have the opportunity to view
badminton teams were on the the very best lady badminton
campus of Memphis State players in the nation.

The girls team from
Pasadena City College at
Pasadena, Calif. took top
honors in the tourney. Diana
Miles took first place in the
singles competition and teammate Janet Wilts took second
place in the singles. The combo
of Miles a nd Wilts was a lso
good enough to take top honors
in the doubles action. The combination of singles and doubles
wins gave Pasadena the first
place overall team trophy.
Arizona State took second
place in the team standings
while Ball State took third and
Stephen F. Austin State
University from Texas took
fourth place.
' New recruits expected to exOne of the highlights of the
perience quite a bit of play are: tourney for Murray was a close
Pekka Petterson, a top ranked match they had with Kittrell
player from Finland; Tom and Schuyler of Stephen F.
VonDohlen, a freshman from Austin in the doubles play.
Charleston, W. Va.;Mike Owen, Murray's Jeanette Smith and
also a freshman from Evan- Carol Robertson gave up a
sville, Ind.; and Arne Knudsen hard-fought 15-2, 15-7 loss to
a transfer student from this duo that was seeded 2nd
Wyoming.
•
among all the teams in the
The season' s opener will be double action.
played March 17 in Memphis
While on the Memphis State
against the University of
Arkansas. The team will play campus, the MSU women also
three away matches and then had a chance to compete in the
return home to match up Mid-South Invitational Bad·
against Ohio State on March minton Tournament hosted by
the Tennessee university.
22.
Dr. Ward said she was
Summing up this season's
outlook, coach Purcell stated, pleased with her girls' overall
"I feel like we will be a con· perfor mance in both the tourference contender, but Western rues. Each of the Murray girls
Kentucky has to be the favorite won at least one round in the
with all returning lettermen, Mid-South Tourney.
As to a possible schedule of
the same as Austin Peay. If a ll
regular
season badminton con·
our lettermen and new players
come through, we will be a tests next year, Dr. Ward's
response was uncertain.
definite contender."

Tennis team to be contender "
in the OVC mce this season
By WILLIAM FLETCHER
Reporter

The Murray State tennis
team is expected to be a strong
contender in the Ohio Valley
Conference race this season.
Four returning lettermen and a
.s trong roster of new players
p08e high hopes for a successful
season.
A third-place finish in the
conference last year marked an
impressive 17-5 team effort.
Western Kentucky University,
finishing first, and Austin Peay,
taking second place honors,
will enter this season with all
returning letter men. Middle
Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky, according to Murray
coach Bennie Purcell, will be
much stronger than last season.
The returning lettermen for
Murray a nd their last season's
records are: Mikko Horsma, 192; Peter Hay, 17-4; Juha Nittyvirta, 15-7; and R08s Boling,
11-10.

The 1973 basketball season
has drawn to cloee for the MSU
junior varsity Racers a nd it ended in style last week end when
the young Racers slaughtered
Middle Tennessee's squad 8256 at the Murray Sports Arena.
Donnie Wood got Murray off
to a blazing first half as he
puml'ed in 16 markers in the
first 20 minutes of play. J eff
Hughes canned 12 d uring the
same period.
Hughes didn' t cool off too
much in the second half as he
hit eight of eight to start the
final period. He finished the
contest with 14 of 23 floor attempts and 2-2 at the gratis
stripe for a game-high 30
markers.
Murray dominated play in
every facet of the game during
the second half as they teamed
a blistering shooting pace with
a muscle s how on the backboards.
M urray led in the rebounds
57 -38 aa Greg Carrington
pu lied off 14 to set the pace.
Larry Kelley got nine and
Hughes and David Logan grabbed seven each.
Wood bagged 7-12 from the
floor and 8-10 from the free
lane to total 22 Racer points.
Carrington a lso landed in
double figures as he canned 11 .

Other Murray sc~rers were
Kelley with seven, and
Weisman and Logan with six
points each.

Franklin 4th niJM
Richmond, 42-40
to capture title
In almost a repeat performance Franklin 4th Floor
edged Richmond 2nd Floor, 4240, in overtime to capture the
freshman intramura l basketball title Wednesday night
The two conference champs
met once during the regular
season with l<'ranklin 4th nipping the Richmond team 36-32,
in overtime.
The two teams were knotted
at 40 -all at the end of
regulation play after Richmond
2nd ted at the halfway mark.
22-18. Neither team was able to
muster a field goal in the threeminute extra period and Atherton's only two points for the
night stood up for the win.
Franklin 4th was paced by
Doug Goodman with 22 points.
Mike Leone and David Shem·
well each chipped in with eight
points dach.
Richmond 2nd was led by
Jack Perconte's 14 points.

Mald1

tolhe of Dimes

7 Days A Week

8 am till 12 pm
PRICES GOOD THROUGH
THURSDAY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

1/4 Loin

Ready to Eat

Pork Chops

Fried Chicken

CUT UP FAMILY PACK

FRYERS
38c

LB

lb.

78c

FOOD GIANT

WIN FREE CASH

GRADE A LARGE

TREASURE CHEST

EGGS
DOZ

POT PIES

6

for

$1.00

Frosty Acres

Limit 3 Cans

Morton

Cream Pies
Limit 3 Cans

THIS
WEE K
WIN

$100.00

LAST WEEK'S •100.00 WINNER
CHARLES SUITER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Miracle Whip
qt

48c
limit 1

Pepsi or Cokes

Orange Juice

3 1:a:z'$1.00

59c

23c

45c

Morton

lunch
pack

3

6 bo ttle
c arton s

Ltmit 3 u riA>I\ll w1th . 7.60 •ddn.Jonal
e:rd udm- tobacco Ct daary pmduc.:c.a

$ 1•OO

pu~halt

Pork & Beans

2 14 oz. 25c

--
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Baby Racers pin SIU, 62-60;
Willis receires 350th victory

WKU revenges, 67-66

Murray-Peay fall in upsets
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sports Writer

In a conference race that no
team seems to want to win,
WeRtern Kentucky UniverRity
has made life suddenly
miRerable for the title contenders.
Last Monday evening, the
Hilltoppers shocked Murray
State 67-66 for its eighth con·
secutive triumph in E.A . Diddle
Arena over Racer team!~.
It could have been curtains
for Coach Cal Luther's squad.
now 9-4 in league play, but a
miracle rolled up from the
same Middle Tennessee in
Murfreesboro team the Racers
socked earlier, 11-GE!.
The Blue Raiders had also
upset
someone ..... powerful
Austin Peay State University
and "Super Fly" Williams to
the tune of 81·86. The Governors now cling to a single game
OVC advantage with their 10-3
slate, prior to meeting Murray
tomorrow in the Sports Arena.
The Racers, who have now
depended upon league teams
twice to remain in the title
cla!'.h, must win against the
Govll to force a playoff for the
championship and a NCAA
berth. whill' APSU, who have
now lost two straight upsets,
needs to win only once to claim
its first OVC crown in history.
Bolh teams !!Wapped leads in
their second meeting of the
year, until MSU went out front'
19-18 on Jesse Williams' lay-up
on a feed from Racer AllAml.'rica candidat~ Les Taylor.
The game's fifth tie followed

shortly as Western began to
build its first of several leads.
The Hilltoppers went ahead
by six on four different IX.'casions, but Murray fought
back each time until Taylor hit
a free throw after the halftime
buzzer to leave the Racers
down by only five, :15·30.
Western's big man, 6-8 Ray
Bowerman, drew his fourth
foul on Taylor's foul, sending
him to the sidelines for the
second haJfs opening tip. He
did not return until 9:32 and
remained in the game before
fouling out on a charging foul
some two minutes later.
Without Bowerman, the
Hilltoppers began falling
behind, lacking an effective
rebounding game. A driving
hook shot by forward Mike
Coleman put Murray to the
first of three seven-point advantages, the final one coming
at 62-55.
The Racers then used a halfcourt trap defense to run off 11
straighL points to turn a 51-47
deficit into a 58-51 lead, as
Taylor racked up five of his
team's points during the rally.
WKU used its own blitz to
produce seven points and
finally edge to a 65-6:~ lead on
freshman .Johnny Britt's 15foot jump shot. Seconds later,
he connected on a pair of free
throws to provide a 67. 64
Western lead.
Racer
freRhman
Jesse
Williams' 20-foot jumper with
2:00 remaining in the contest
was the final bucket recorded
as both teams made numerous
fatal mistakes.

Murray managed to control
the ball for 32 seconds before
losing it on a walking violation,
then junior guard Steve
Barrett, held scoreless. fouled
out, attempting to steal .
Hilltoppers guard Tony Stroud
choked on the vital toss and 6-8
Racer center Marvelous Starks
grabbed the rebound, which
was knocked out of bounds at
midcourt by WKU.
With four seconds showing,
Taylor rifled the inbounds p49..'1
to Starks, who found himself 35
feet from the backboard. Firing
a desperation shot at the buzzer, the big man missed and
Western walked away with a
one-point. revenge win.
Coleman tapped scodng
honors for the game with hi.'l 10
of 22 field goals for 20 markers.
Starks finished second in the
contest for scoring with 18
points on seven of 13 attempt.'!
from the field and four of five
at the stripe. Taylor and
William!! finished with 16 and
I 0 poihts each respectively to
finish MSU high scoring.
Western connected on 30 of
!ifi field goal attempts for a 46
per cent figure and seven of I I
free throws, while MSU
managed only 28 of 71 shots
from the floor and 10 of 18
from the stripe. Murray's 39
percentage shooting figure is
considerablv less than the
Racers' fi2. per cent OVC
leading average in thal department.
Murray, lead by Rtarks' 16
and Coleman's Ja, romped to a
5:!-37 edge on the backboard~.

YELLOW
SUBMARINE INC.
C.ll 753-7715

Prompt pickup ond free delivery

1301 W. Main St.

Prompt Pickup - Fr" Delivery

Fresh Dough

The YeUew Sullllariae

O,eese ••

Submotines
Med 14" l.g 16'
American
Italian
Steak
Cheese Steak
Meatball
So usage
Hom
The Hero
(sausage, green peppers,
cheese)

1.09
1.09

1. 23
1.23

1.15
1.20
1. 14

1.30
1.35
1.28

1. 14
1.14
'. 14

1.28
1.28
1.26

*Peperoncini (mild Italian Peppers)
15( extra on ony Submarine

-

Pizza

Med 14" 4116''
• 2.00
2.50

. 2.00
Onion .•
2.50
. 2.40
2.90
Sou•oge.
. 2.40
Pepperoni .
2.90
Solomi • ,
. 2.40
2.90
. 2.40
2.90
Ground Beef.
. 2.40
Peperoncini .
2.90
(mild Italian Pepper$)
. 2.40
Bacon • . .
2.90
Green Pepper . . . . • 2.40
2.90
2.90
Anchovies. , . • •. • 2.40
2.90
Mushrooms . . . . . . 2.40
• All combinations 40~;: E-..rro
*No extra charge For half & holf orders
Try the Sub Bose Special Pizzo

*Side order oF Peperoncini
(in o bog),SOe extra

Savsoge
Green Peppers
Onions

-~·IJI:l•I•~•
~

ltal~an

The Yellow

~

Submarine, In
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

25' Off On Any

SUBMARINE

Delivery I
~Must Present Coupon For Discount~

INot On

~(•lii:l•l•~-

Med
2 . 70
lg
3.20

Murray junior varsity Coach
Kayo Willis took his troops to
Carbondale, Ill. last week and
returned to Murray with his
350th career victory behind
him.
Rick Wiesman presented the
\'ictory to Coach Willis via a
last-second basket that downed
Southern Illinois H2-60 at the
host's homecourt.
The victory came about in
the last 10 seconds of the game.
The score had been tied at 60aH when the Saluki's 6-8
sophomore Ed Benton canned
a basket from underneath.
Willis stopped the clock to plot
his final attempt. to down the
Illinois team
Weisman got the play after
taking the in-bound pass and
drove the length of the court
for the winning points.
The fLTSt half of the contest
was a see-saw affair with
neither team able to build a
substantial lead. The young
Racers led by only two, 30-28,
at the half.
The second half of play saw
the Racers fight to establish a
five point lead, only to lose it to
a Saluki team that managed a
two point lead of their own late
in the contest.
The shooting statistics were
about as close as they can get
as both teams canned 28 of 67
floor attempts for a .418 mark.
'l'he Racers got their edge by
bagging two more free tosses
than the home team and outrebounding the Saluki's 36-32.
Freshman Greg Carrington
led all the stats with 21
points for the Racers and 12
rebounds.

Jeff Hughes chipped in with
16 for the Racers while Donnie
Wood and Weisman got 12
each. Weisman also grabbed
seven rebounds for the Rac-ers.
SIU freshman Donnie Gaddis
Jed the Saluki's losing effort
with 18 markers. He was
backed by Benton's 13.
The contest left the Ra<•ers
with an ll-7 season slate.
APSU SELLOUT
The Murray State-Austin
Peay basketball l{ame at
Murray tomorrow is a
aellout, according to ticket
manager Jamea Rogen.
The game, however, will
be t he Ohio Valley Conference "Television Game
o( the Week" and may be
•een over Paducah and
Nashville television chan·
nel•. Murray Radio Station
WNBS will al•o broadeas.t
the 1ame.
Game time ia 12 noon.

.........
.....

Murray

i• Worth
Shouting
Aborlt •
~

DAIRY QUEEN
*All prices are tax included.

Sundays

Shakes - 35¢
Malts - 40¢
Chocolate
Butterscotch
Strawberry
Vanilla
Cherry
Pineapple

SmaJl - 35' Med - 45C

Large - 55f
Pineapple
Chocolate
Peanut Butter
Blackberry
Cherry
Strawberry
Peach
Banana
Butterscotch
Marshmallow

Orange
Peanut Butter
Root Beer
Peach
Banana
Chocolate Chip

5 t x-tra

Fudge
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Nut
Chocolate Marshmallow

5

t X:tra
FUdg~

Butter Pecan
Chocolate Nut
Chocolate Marshmallow

55¢
Banana Split-Parfait-Fiesta-Strawberry Short Cake

*With an order
from the Yellow
Submarine, plus a
charge of 204, we
will deliver Dairy
Queen Ice Cream
Products

CALL 753-7715
for Delivery

....,.~·COUPOn~~
The Yellow

Submarine, Inc
Main Street
COUPON WORTH

504 Off

I

On Any P I Z Z A

~

Must Present Coupon For Discount

~
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Taylor, Fly Williams
in re-match tomorrow;
MSU's final OVC bid
By ROY B. HALE
Sport• Editor

Thank God for Middle Ten·
nessee. Usually a common OVC
foe for the Racers in the spor·
ting world worked, the Blue
Raiders but last week turned

Photo by Ray Bowman

LES TAYLOR goes high for a rebound in
Murray's loss to Austin Peay earlier in the
year at Clarksville, as Marcelous Starks and
Peay's "Fly" Williams look on. Peay comeR to

r.b. hale
For everyone who didn't get
to read last week's column
about the strange happenings
on one Oak Island off the cost
of Nova Scotia you probably expect me to give a complete
synopsis, right? Wrong. If you
didn't read the above mentioned and would like to get a
little something out of this go
back and get last week's paper.
For the last two yeara many
different excavating teams have
explored the confines of the
many deep shafts that now
surround the money pit area.
Each is typical in its own they
come to Oak Island, sink a few
shafts into the earth, explore
them, find nothing, and move
on or terminate their exploration from lack of funds.
Blankenship, our hero of last
week and the man mainly
responsible for publicizing the
myater into one of national
scope, seriously believes that
something of great value is
down there. He has been a
guest of Carson's Tonight
Show, Cavett, and many others,
and has put forth a few fantastic theories as to what he
thinb lies on the bottom of one
such bedrock shaft
Along with Captain Kidd's
treasure, the Crown Jewels of
France, the Inca treasure, and
other delicious gems and jewels
pilferred throughout the years,
Slailkenship says that early
documents from the Bible or
other Holy Scriptures could
possibly be there, and he jdds
that the Holy Grail is missing,
too.
All in all, exploration continues at the scene even today,
but any true success has not yet
cropped up. So many shafts
have been originated in the immediate area that the chest and

town tomorrow for a game scheduled for noon
with the OVC championship hanging in the
balance.

Mystery still unsolved;
Murray warms up for NCAA
hand that Blankenship saw two
years ago have all but disappeared. Sources say that if the
whole part of the iRland were
excavated or dug away the en·
tire bottom of the bedrock
would simply sink into the
ocean without leaving a trace.
So, this fantastic and spellbin·
ding mystery iR yet unsolved.
The 'Fly' is coming to town
after a long wait from Hacer
fans. Although he has dropped
from the echelon of the nation's
leading scorers, Williams
should provide quite a show for
everyone who turns up to see
the contest tomorrow. Game
time is scheduled for noon, but
if you want a seat where at
least you can see the court, take
my advice and get there about
10:30 or 11. However, let's
hope that as many as 'Fly'
scores isn't enough to provide a
Gov win.
One of my roommates was
saying the other day that if
Peay wins the OVC, Tennessee
the SEC, and since Memphis
State has already clinced the
MVC, that it would be the first
time he could remember Ken·
tucky not being represented in
the NCAA. It would also mean
th.at all three conferences
would have representatives
from Tennessee and I don't
think that has ever happened.
If the
Racers
w1n
tomorrow the playoff game
with Peay will be held at
(gasp!) Western on Monday or
Tuesday night. The OVC Commissioner's office in Nashville
just released that information
but has yet to say anything
about tickets. Probably first
come first serve.
The Racers might gain an
advantage of sorts if Peay's
Howard Jackson doesn't get to

see action. Jackson sprained his
ankle against Middle Tennessee last week and has been
forced to the hobble around on
crutches all week.

Kelly said. "They have a great
tradition on their home cowt
and this wil1 only compound
our situation." Kelly al!w com·
ment-ed on the condition of forward Howard Jackson who is
~>uffering from an ankle sprain.
"There i~:~ no doubt that
Jackson was severly han·
dicapped by the sprain. Several
times he had position for a
rebound but was unable to
jump. In the Middle however,
he'll be ready by game time

a chan~e as their assist. kept. the
Racers in the running for the
conference title. While MSU
was losing to Western, Middle
was out-pointing Austin Peay.
friend for a change 8!1 their ~aturday."
assist kept the Racers in the
The Gov line-up for the conrunning for the conference title. test will be the same one that
While MSU was losing to has started the last ten games,
Western, Middle was out· with the exception of .Jackson if
he is not ready. All five have
pointing Austin Peay.
scoring averages in double
The whole ball of wax will be figures.
on the line tomorrow at noon in
Opening at one of the guard
the sports arena as the Govs
come to town for the last and positions for the Govs will be
unmistakebly most important. scoring sensation James 'Fly'
game of the season for MSU. Williams whose 37 points
However, if an advantage is against Middle upped his
seasonal average to 30.5. His
given it surely must go to Peay. running mate will be another
If Peay cleans the Racers talented freshman , Danny
tomorrow it's all over and you- Odums. Averaging 10.4 points
know-who wins the crown. The per game, Odums is also
Racers will have to win twice averaging 5.8 assists per con·
in order to bring the trophy test and has already broken the
back home, and this could Gov single-season assist record
prove to be a formidable task with 145 to date. Jackson and
since Peay would be the op- Eddie Childress are 1>cheduled
(?!>nent both times. If a playoff to start at forwards and have
game is in the making, the averaged 10.5 and 12.5 points
neutral site has not been per game respectively. Percy
chosen as of yet but would Howard, an out..,tanding leaper,
probably be at Bowling Green will open at center, bringing
or Nashville simply for con- with him a 12 . 1 scoring
venience's sake.
average.
Murray has one asset in its
The Racers will be trying to
favor as the Govs have made 14 avenge an earlier season loss
trips to the sports arena and (105-76) to the Govs at
are yet to go home victorious. Clarksville, and will proba?ly
"We can' t even think about open with the sam_e startmg
the games played in the past al unit they have used m lhe past
Murray." Gov Coach Lake few games . Taylor and Rarrett
at guards, Williams and
Coleman at forwards. and
Starks at the pivot.
In the frrst encounter the
Racers outshot tht Govs in per·
centage during the first half,
but were completely manhandled in the second period a.a the
host team scorched the nets for
an amazing 64 per cent.
Williams led Peay with 34
points and was followed by
Howard who connected for 19
points. Childress hit for 18
points, and Jackson and
Oduma contributed 12 and 10
respectively.
Marcelous Starks ~ led the
Racers with 20 points and ten
rebounds, while Mike Coleman
matched Starks' rebounding
mark and scored 18 points.
The Govs will bring the
league's leading scoring
average into the game as they
have hit for an average of 95
points and are also rebounding
at a 55.1 per game clip. Good
free throw shooting has helped
contribute to the Govs' succeas
as they are connecting on 71.5
per cent of their charity tosses.
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M'IKE COLEMAN puts up a five footer in la!lt Monday's 67-66

lo.11s to Western at Bowling Green. Coleman topped all scorers
with 20 points and had 13 rebounds. Racer fanR breathed a sigh
of relief, however, as Austin Peay fell to Middle Tennessee on
the same night.

Since they can't lose the title
with a loss tomorrow, the Govs
have become the seventh mem·
her of the OVC title to win at
least a share of the title since
the inception of the conference
25 years ago.
Maybe that huge fly swatter
that has collected dust in
Coach Luther's office for SC'
long will be put. to some good
use tomorrow.

